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INTRODUCTORY NOTE.

My country parish is a small one, but to me it

is the center of the worid. It is just the kind

of parish that big-salaried city pastors call ideal,

but never go to if they can help it. One of my

predecessors in considering a call to this pastorate

said,
'

' I think there is enough milk here to fill

my pail." So he found it, and his pail was a ca-

pacious one. A pleasant feature of my parish is

that it forms an eddy on the edge of the swift cur-

rent of city life. It is near enough to a large city

to feel its pulsations, and to touch and be touched

by its larger life, yet far enough away from it to

be out of reach of its noise and strife. Looking

out through the narrow loophole of this tower of

observation I have seen a goodly bit of the minis-

terial world pass in review and have had leisure to

observe and study a great variety of ministerial
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tjrpes. Some of these types I shall endeavor to

describe ; setting down naught in malice, but

speaking the truth in love.

It is only fair to state that, while the following

Sketches are in every particular true to life, none

of them, except the last—which is, to use a Scot-

tish phrase, " an owre (too) true tale "—are de-

scriptive of individuals. They are typical repre-

sentations, in which the charadleristics of several

individuals are often blended into one composite

portrait. H. M.

PREFATORY NOTE TO SECOND EDITION

An oft-repeated request has been made for the
writer of these Sketches to come from behind the

shelter of his nom de plume and make his bow to

his readers. Apart from the desire to gratify a

request so kindly made, accompanied as it has
been with such generous expression of apprecia-

tion, a special reason for compliance exists in

the circumstance that by a strange freak of typo-

graphical depravity the nom deplume which was
originally assumed got changed from Hamish
Mann to Hames Mann. Now, Hamish is the

Gaelic for James, so that the addition of the sur-

name would make the whole name read

James Mann Campbell.
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CLERICAL TYPES.

CHAPTER I.

A SUCCESSFUL PREACHER.

' * What do you think of that face ? " I asked

one of my deacons, while holding my hand over

the white tie and clerical garb of the individual

whose portrait I held to view.
'

' That,
'

' replied

my deacon, who is a shrewd observer of human

nature, * * is the face of some smart business man,

a successful dry goods merchant in all probabil-

ity." *' You are wrong," I answered, " it is the

face of a successful preacher." *' Then I hazard

the opinion that his success as a preacher comes

from the application to church work of business

methods." He was nearer the mark in his first

guess than I knew, for as I afterwards learned, my

fi-iend. Dr. Thompson, had before entering the

ministry, been a dry goods merchant in a small

way, and had made in the business a considerable
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amount of money, which he had carefully salted

down. In his second guess he was altogether

right. Dr. Thompson's main element of success

consists in knowing how to run a church. A
church to him is a complicated machine of which

he is chief engineer. His great concern is to

keep things moving smoothly ; and he sees to

it that none of the journals fire from want of oil.

He is strong on committees. No one under his

charge is allowed to stand idle in the market

place and say, "No man hath hired me."

Everybody has an ofiice of some kind. The

church is kept at work. New schemes of

work come from his fertile brain in such rapid

succession that the ladies upon whom the burden

of carrying them out mainly rests, lift their hands

and exclaim, ** What next! *' The finances are

kept up ; all manner of devices being u.sed to

catch the nimble nickel and the humble penny.

As a result of this skilful manipulation the Church

Annual is a rose-colored document, and usually

ends with the statement that there is progress all

along the line.
*

' A prosperous concern ! " is

the general verdict of those who take the trouble

of wading through the voluminous reports of the
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various societies which cluster around the church,

and which overshadow its life, when they ought

merely to express it.

Some one has irreverently dubbed the pastor

of this working church a drummer for the Lord.

The expression is not inapt. His life-aim is to

get there, and he generally gets there. He is

one of those people whom the ancients called a

four-square man, a man who when tossed into

the air always falls flat. His practical gifts have

a marketable value, and more than once he has

been called to the presidency of a college, chiefly

on account of his ability to raise money, altho

that fa<5l was always artfully concealed in the

call.

My friend, the doctor, got his *' semi-lunar

fardels
'

' for value received ; he having induced

a wealthy lumber merchant of his congregation

to give a large donation to a certain college. He
never fails to magnify his honors. In ecclesias-

tical circles he cuts a big figure. At all public

gatherings he occupies a prominent place on

the program. But, altho occupying a large place

he is a small man. He is small physically,

and small mentally. His keen, restless, furtive
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eyes, which look best when seen through his

gold-rimmed spectacles, are the eyes of a man

who does not feel sure of his position in the

world. He feels the need of making up for the

lack of weight of personality by sharp self-asser-

tion, which oftentimes takes the form of opposition

to the opinions of the majority. From this pre-

diledlion he has been designated a personal pro-

noun in the objedlive case. His church, which

is situated in an inland manufadturing town, is

classed as large and influential. His people are

provincial, self-satisfied, and materialistic ; and

fortunately, or rather unfortunately for him, their

standard of intelledlual requirement is not high.

He comes up to their standard, and that is a good

thing for his comfort, but a bad thing for his

growth, inasmuch as it leads to self-satisfadlion,

and takes away one of the main incentives to im-

provement.

My prosperous neighbor once did me the honor

of exchanging pulpits with me. I staid over the

following Monday to visit with him. When he

returned almost his first salutation was,
'

' How
can one of your parts be content to bury yourself

in such a small field ? " I replied that that was
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not unlike what the Master did ; and asked him

if he had forgotten the Master's words to the effe<5l

that a human life has to be buried like a seed be-

fore it can become fruitful. The conversation

instantly changed. We talked shop. He showed

me his system of scrap-books. * * A place for

everything and everything in its place
'

' is his

motto. The skeletons of his sermons he obtains

from the volumes of **Sermonic Outlines," and

"Helps to Ministers," with which his library

abounds ; and for the clothing of the skeletons

he is indebted to his scrap-books. Sometimes

the skeletons are hardly decently covered, at other

times they are arrayed in a costume which bears

a decided resemblance to Joseph's coat of many

colors. At the time of my visit the doctor was

up to the eyes in the one great literary venture of

his life,—he was preparing a hymn book. Like

everything he has touched it proved a great suc-

cess. It was made up in this wise ; he wrote to

all his ministerial friends asking them for a list of

their favorite hymns ; and when attending relig-

ious meetings he took note of the hymns that

were sung ; so that, altho possessing a very

moderate measure of musical ability, and altho
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entirely innocent of any poetical g^ft, he compiled

a respectable, saleable hymn book, which brought

his name before the church, and became a not

inconsiderable source of revenue.

Shortly after my return home one of my par«

ishioners told me this story : "I heard a preacher

lately who reminded me of a little steamer that

plied upon the Mississippi. It came to our town

about midnight, and so loudly did it whistle that

it woke up the whole town. I was surprised that

such a small steamer should have such a loud

whistle, but upon investigation I found that when

the whistle was blown all the machinery had to

stop, as all the steam was required for the pur-

pose of making a noise.
'

' No application of the

story was made, but I had an uncomfortable sus-

picion that the moral pointed in the dire<5tion of

my exchange of the previous Sunday.

Meeting the one literary man in Dr. Thompson's

congregation, a man of rare scholarship, the

author of several learned books, before I could

fend off his criticism, he said, **Our pastor is

destitute of convi<5lions; he is like a gnat dancing

in the sunshine. I have no desire to crush him,

but I wish he was bigger." The judgment was
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unfair. Convidlions the good Doctor certainl}^

has, but they are not strong nor deep. He

strikes the average of sentiment, and therein lies

one element of his popularity. His mental attain-

ments are not profound, but thej^ are respecftable.

If he never goes above a certain line of medi-

ocrity, he seldom goes below it. He can alwaj^s

be depended upon. If the well from which he

draws is not deep, it has always an abundant sup-

ply of surface water.
*

' You ought to hear him at

funerals and weddings !
" is a common comment.

For all public fundlions he makes the most

scrupulous preparation, and in fulfilling them he

appears at his best. In his way he is undoubted-

ly a useful man. He is alwaj'S on the go, and

never seems to grow tired. If not continually

doing good, he is continually tr^dng to do good,

and that is something. His greatest mistake ap-

pears to be that of thinking that new methods

will develop life, instead of seeing that new life

will always develop new methods. His ministry

would be fru(5lified if he could only be led to

change the point of emphasis from Christian

activity to Christian life. But, as it takes all

kinds of people to make a world, it takes all kinds
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of preachers to meet the varied work of the

church, and to help the church to fulfill its min-

istry to the world. As an old minister once said

to a 3-oung brother in the ministry, ''The king-

dom of God is advanced by just such half suc-

cesses as vours and mine."



CHAPTER II.

A POPUIyAR PREACHER.

The Rev. Homer Smith is one of m}^ city min-

isterial acquaintances. One of his well-to-do fami-

lies moved out to our quiet village; and when he

is worn out with the arduous labors of his city

pastorate he often takes a run out to this peaceful

retreat for rest and recuperation. Mr. Smith is

large, portl^^ rubicund. His thick, full lips

would be offensively sensuous but for a certain

saccharine quality which they possess. His

loosely hung lower jaw gives his face, when at

rest, a lugubrious effect; but his face is seldom at

rest; it is usually covered with a broad smile of

genial benevolence, which, when the facial mus-

cles become tired, closely resembles a grin. In

manner he is suave and insinuating; a little too

effusive for some people, too sweet to be whole-

some. His rural hostess, who pets and coddles

him, gratifying every whim, and anticipating

every wish, once said to me: *' I know that

Brother Smith is not sincere in his compliments,

15
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but I like his honeyed words all the same; his se-

dudlive praise somehow suits my depraved taste.
'

'

When the Rev. Homer Smith stands before an

audience he presents a comfortable appearance.

You look upon him with the same kind of feeling

that you would look upon a well-fed and well-

groomed horse. There is an undluousness about

him which reminds one of the phrase of the poet

Thomson, *' an oily man of God." His voice

would be classified in books ofelocution as orotund.

It is a good-natured, contented voice, entirely desti-

tute of esthetic or spiritual qualities. It is of the

earth earthly. One misses in it the note of victorious

power which tells of a struggle within the soul for

the supremacy of the spiritual. It is the kind of

voice that cracks and coarsens with age. But Mr.

Smith possesses in a marked degree what is in-

valuable to a public speaker, namely, an oratoric-

al instindl. He writes his sermons for the ear,

not for the eye. When at work in his study he

has always an imaginary congregation before him.

This is the reason why his well-rounded periods

when put into cold type appear tame and common-

place. Not one public man in a thousand com-

bines the oratorical and literary styles so that he
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can speak and write equally well. Mr. Gladstone

is one of the rare exceptions. As a rule the sermon

that produces the most profound impression when

delivered ought never to be printed. It would

have been to the advantage of my friend Smith, if

he had refused to 3ueld to the solicitations of his

admiring friends to publish some of his
*

' magni-

ficent " discourses. They did not add to his

fame, and the apologj^ that they were published

by request was hardly accepted as an adequate

reason for their being published at all.

Smith's elocution has always impressed me as

something foreign to him. It does not belong to

nature, but to art ; it does not come from wdthin,

but comes from the outside, like pins stuck into a

cushion. It resembles a force-pump rather than

a flowing spring. One of his seminar}^ friends

sa3^s that his gestures, mannerisms included, are

exadl imitations of those of the professor of elocu-

tion under whom he was trained. And I am

sorry to say that he is not above the suspicion of

pracfticing certain tricks of orator}^, trying by the

intonations of his voice to fiddle upon the feelings

of his audience ; but those who see through it do

not 5'ield themselves to his seducftive charms a
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second time. His stj'le is sensational, in a bad

sense. The figures lie employs are sensuous

;

the motives to which he appeals are of a low

grade, being those which lie within the sphere of

expediency and selfishness rather than those

which rise to the higher sphere of disinterested

righteousness and sacrifxce. His rhetoric is bom-

bastic. In stating the simplest truth he uses the

most extravagant language. Some one has said

that it is difficult to tell the truth in the turgid,

inflated style in which Gibbon writes his ' * De-

cline and Fall of the Roman Empire," and cer-

tainly the "high-falutin" st3de of Smith puts a se-

vere strain upon the truth. When he occupies the

rostrum he is like a circus performer covered with

spangles ; the hoi polloi are attracted to him, but

thoughtful, serious people, who have no use for

a ministerial showman, are not edified by his

grandiloquence. There is still a remnant left

who want the man who discourses to them on

heavenly things to use great plainness of speech.

Not in spite of these things, but because of

them, he is a popular preacher. He does not

make severe moral demands upon his people, nor

does he overtask their thinking powder. There is
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nothing that some people resent more than being

roused to spiritual effort, and there is nothing of

which others weary so soon as sustained mental

effort. " All men," says Beecher, " are lazy by

nature, thinking comes by grace ;
'

' and adling

upon that belief, that prince of preachers studied

how to rest his audience in the midst of a sus-

tained argument. Mr. Smith's sermons are rest-

ful throughout. They come down to the level of

the people ; they aim to please, and they gener-

ally succeed in doing it. One of the commonest

remarks that greets the ears of this metropolitan

divine after one of his brilliant efforts, is,
'

' I have

been greatly entertained by 3^our discourse to-

day." Verily, the popular preacher has his re-

ward.

One cannot help feeling that there is in Smith's

preaching something of what has been vulgaily

called clap-trap. Old anecdotes are retailed as if

the things referred to had just happened. But

the old jokes ! Ugh ! They suggest the pulpit-

comedian trying to tickle the risibilities of his

audience. Humor has its legitimate uses in the

pulpit, and is to be sanc5lified like any other gift.

It may be emploj^ed to lighten up a dull argu-
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ment, or to drive home an unwelcome truth ; but

when it is employed for its own sake ; when it is

strained after ; when, as Dr. South puts it, " wit

does not consist wdth wisdom," it is an imperti-

nence. The preacher who is always bubbling up

with small wit, tr3dng to say funny things, court-

ing a laugh when he should win a soul, making

humor the food rather than the salt of his preach-

ing, is a pulpiteer whose proper adornment is a

cap and bells.

One thing which I have always admired in

Smith is his serene optimism. He is on the best

terms with himself ; metaphorically he keeps pat-

ting himself on the back and saying, "Homer,

you are a good fellow." He is always on the

best terms with the world, as a man to whom the

world has dealt generously has a right to be. He
seldom indulges in censorious criticisms regarding

his brethren. He is too indifferent about most of

them to take the trouble of forming anyjudgment

w^hatever regarding them, and his natural desire

to shun the disagreeable makes him get the credit

of being a charitable man.

I remember one occasion when his sublime

optimism stood him in good stead. Serious
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trouble had broken out in his church. From

being an up-town church, it had graduall}^ by

the expansion of the business center of the city,

become a down-town church.
'

' The carriage-

folk
'

' were beginning to seek more fashionable

quarters. Some of the members regarded this

change of population as a providential indication

of the necessity of a change in the methods of

w^ork ; and the}^ desired to enlarge the sphere of

the church's operations, so as to make it an over-

flowing fountain of philanthropic adlivity to the

people by whom it was surrounded. Others de-

sired to sell the building and move up-town to

the wealthy resident portion of the city. For a

time it seemed as if division was inevitable ; but

Mr. Smith would not admit that there was any

trouble in the church, he ignored all the bitter

things that had been said about the selfishness of

the wealthier portion of the church, who wished

to remove from where the church was sorely

needed to where it was not needed at all. He

kept saying that things were going on all right,

until people believed him ; and almost before any

one was aware of it, the church moved into its

new quarters on one of the fashionable avenues,
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and the down-town sinners were left to shift for

themselves. The reasoning which prevailed was

evidently similar to that of the Scotch parson who

was called from a poor to a wealthy church. Con-

sulting with his beadle as to wdiat he should do,

that wise fundlionary said, "Go where there is

the most sin." Reflecting for a moment, he an-

swered, " Then I ought to go where there is the

most money."

Brother Smith believes in the liberal use of

printers' ink. He does not see anj^ reason vAiy

his light should be hid under a bushel ; hence he

does a great deal of effedlive advertising. He

evidently tries to fulfill the injundlion contained

in the text quoted by a negro preacher, " Verily,

I say unto you, let every man blow^his ov;n trum-

pet, or it shall not be blow^ed." One can over-

look the advertising of his .spiritual wares, but

the report, if true, that he sometimes v/rites his

own puffs for the new^spapers, sinks him below

the line of common respedlability.

Being unwilling, I presume, to waste his fra-

grance on the desert air, Brother Smith never

exchanged with me ; but on one occasion he

honored our church by delivering a popular lee-
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ture under the auspices of our Young Men's De-

bating Society. The audience was not large, our

plain people not being able to grasp the import-

ance of the event. This failure on their part to

sense his greatness, Brother Smith has never quite

got over ; he has looked upon it as a personal af-

front. I asked one of our more thoughtful sisters,

the Vvife of a working man, what she thought of

the lecture. Her reply was, " I admired the lec-

turer's ingenuit}^ in piecing together the thoughts

of other men," and then she proceeded to name

several authors whose ideas and words he had

used without the slightest acknovdedgement. It

was a pretty good posy, but all that was his own

was the string. It was not the first time that I

had heard him accused of wholesale plagiarism.

Some of his more intelligent hearers have detecfted

him strutting in borrowed plumes, and have

classified him as one

"Who steals a thought,

And clips it round the edge,

And challenges him whose 'twas

To swear to it."

Once, while calling on him, I was ushered un-

awares into his workshop. Commentaries and
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reference books were vSpread over the table and

floor. A bit was taken from this book and a bit

from that, and the whole joined together with a

skill that was remarkable. The unity of the dis-

conrse was, of course, mechanical rather than

organic ; the discourse did not grow, it was made.

It was merely a piece of literary patchwork.

The Rev. Homer Smith is not as great a

preacher as he imagines himself to be, or as his

worshippers fancy him to be, but he has his place,

and he constitutes one of the varieties. He is an

intelledlual broker ; he has never minted a single

new coin of thought, yet he serves a useful end

in putting the coinage of other minds into circu-

lation. What he does would be all the more

appreciated if he did not covet the distin(5lion of

being the originator of the thoughts which he

utters. The popularity which he secures is of a

rather cheap kind ; it is not the kind of popular-

ity that is allied with power. And alas, it is

often purchased at too great a price. It would

not be hard for some preachers to be popular if

they could only bring themselves down to the

things necessary to draw the crowd ; but they

prefer to be popular with God rather than to be
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popular with the people. The}' know that were

they less faithful in reproving sin, and less bold

in speaking the w^ord without fear, they might

get more of the plums which fall to the lot of the

people's idol ; but they make their choice intel-

ligently, preferring power to popularity, and pre-

ferring thcj smile of heaven to the applause of men.



CHAPTER III.

A TRANSCENDENTAI. PREACHER.

When first I met Timothy Ward he was on

trial for ordination before a presbytery of old-

fashioned ministers and elders, to whom he was

a perfe6l enigma. The young man seemed to stand

squarely upon the fundamentals, but he put a

query where many of his examiners put a full

period, and what puzzled them most of all, was

that he spoke in the language of philosophy and

science rather than the language of theology, or,

as one of them put it, in the language of Canaan.

For some accepted theological expressions, such

for instance as the phrase, ''justification by

faith," he had no use. "They lie outside of

me," he said. ** They may have been natural to

men like Paul, and they were evidently of service

to those to whom they were at first addressed,

but they convey no meaning to me. They do

not find me, as Coleridge would have said.
'

' Had

he employed the theological shil)boleths of his

26
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church, there would have been no serious trouble
;

had he used terms with which the worthy minis-

ters and elders were familiar, they would have

credited him with the form of sound words, and

would have pigeon-holed his phrases, saying

:

''This belongs here, and that belongs there;"

but they hesitated to fix the tag of orthodoxy to

a young man who persisted in speaking of vene-

rated theological definitions as out of date, and

Vv'ho insisted upon the necessity of translating the

figures of a past age into the categories of the

present. Justification by faith was spoken of as

"spiritual adjustment ;
" original sin as " hered-

ity ;

'

' conversion as
'

' the elevation of humanity

to a higher plane ;

"

' backsliding as
'

' reversion

to type." The statement "as in Adam all die,

so in Christ shall all be made alive," had for its

equivalent "spiritual solidarity." The maxim
" evil communications corrupt good manners,"

was resolved into
'

' the influence of environ-

ment." I spoke a few words in the young man's

behalf, counselling patience and forbearance, and

tried to show that in adopting that new-fangled

scientific nomenclature he had not surrendered a

\^in2:le essential of Christianitv. The tide of feel-
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ing was turned in his favor, and he was admitted

into the ministry.

This was the beginning of our friendship. He
spoke of himself to me as " your son Timothy."

Having sympathy with him in his search after

truth, and in his determination not to take any-

tliing at second hand, and having unbounded

admiration for his intellecftual sincerity, I was

able, out of my larger experience, to mediate for

him between the old theology and the new, and

to keep him from breaking with the old while

espousing the new. I saw that he was in that

critical stage, normal to every thinking mind, in

which development must proceed from doubt to

faith ; and seeing that his face was set towards

the light, I had no fear of the outcome. I tried

to point out to him the unity of truth, and helped

him to see many points of harmony between faith

and reason. Speaking of my service to him at

this trying time, he once said in his graphic way:
*

' You found me sinking in a quagmire of doubt
;

so far in had I got, that nothing was visible save

a tuft of hair, and you took hold of that and

pulled me out, setting my feet upon a rock."

If this was true, he did not stay long upon
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the rock, but was soon flouudering in the mire

again.

The next time we met was when I went to as-

sist at his indudtion into his first parish—a coun-

try parish like m}^ own, but one remote from city-

life, with a membership composed of thrifty farm-

ers. It was such a parish as must have been in

the mind of the College Professor, who said to his

students, ''When 3'ou preach to a country con-

gregation, take your best sermon, but when you

go to preach to a city congregation, take your

best coat,
'

' I wondered greatly w^hat that thought-

ful, hard-headed people had seen in my young

friend to be attracfted to him. The farmer's wife,

by whom I was entertained, explained the matter

by saying, '' We are a plain, pracflical people, al-

together too much bent to earth in our pursuit of

material things, and our j^oung minister, with his

unworldly spirit, wall just be the man for us, to

lift us up to higher things." At first the charm

of contrast was felt; the people were introduced

into a new world, and w^ere made the companions

ofsuch master- spirits as Carlyle, Emerson, Words-

w^orth, and Tennyson. For a time the intellecflual

and spiritual aloofness of the young preacher
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made him an objecft of reverence. But, when the

young people discovered that he walked along the

road with his head in the clouds, and did not

recognize them as they passed ; when it was ru-

mored that he had been found fumbling with the

harness of his horse, trying to put it on the wrong

end of the animal ; when, in the absence of his

wife, he had forgotten to milk the cow for three

successive daj-s, and, not being aware of the

omission, had boasted of the large quantity of milk

that he had got at a single milking ; when,—to

cap the climax,—as he was sitting in his buggy

star-gazing, the reins lying loose in his hands, he

ran into a loaded wagon and was pitched headlong

into the ditch, with his dismantled vehicle on the

top of him, and creeping, unhurt, from under the

ruins, he stood as one awakened out of a reverie,

and asked, ' * What is all this about ?
'

' then the

ungodly began to laugh at his expense, and it

was voted that he was not as bright as he might

be. It was even suggested that a guardian be

appointed over him. As soon as his prac5lical

sagacity came to be questioned, his influence as a

preacher began to be discounted.

Upon one occasion, when visiting him, I heard
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his wife request him to go into the garden and

gather some raspberries for supper. He took a

pail and went out. Some time afterw^ards I fol-

lowed him. I was at his side before he saw me.

Indeed it took no small effort to bring him back

from his wanderings into dreamland. The mo-

ment he saw me he sat down upon the grass and

began to pour out a stream of thought regarding

Persian mysticism, upon which subjedl he had

been meditating. As he sat there, absorbed in

that loft}^ theme, a flock of chickens gathered

around him and began helping themselves to the

contents of his pail. I watched their movements

with amused interest. When the discourse was

over, the shades of night were beginning to fall.

I reminded him that his wife would probably be

waiting for the berries. He at once rushed into

the house and handed her the pail. She looked

into it, and said, "Here is the pail, but wdiere

are the berries ? " " Why, the berries are there
;

I am sure that I picked a pailful." " Look for

yourself," she replied. He looked, and with an

expression of blank astonishment, exclaimed,

''What has become of theml" Then I told

what had happened, and the heart}^ laugh which
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followed more than compensated for the absence

of berries from the supper table.

It goes without the saying that our transcen-

dental friend had no appreciation of the value of

money. In making purchases, he could hardly

count his change. If asked to go to the store for

an ounce of pepper and a pound of sugar, he

would, in all probability, come back with an

ounce of sugar and a pound of pepper. Such was

his disregard of things material, that he would

have often neglecfted to take his meals if he had

not been reminded of his duties to the body. He

almost apologized for having a body at all ; he

gave it but scant respedl, and so attenuated did

it become, that it hardly afforded a decent cover-

ing for his soul. He put one in mind of the des-

cription which some one gave of Charles Kings-

ley, as a man whose soul was like a sword, fret-

ting its way through the scabbard. When at

college. Ward had been known, when funds run

low, to live on one meal a day, that he might

make the small sum which he got as janitor of a

church, meet his expenses ; and that readiness to

sacrifice the material for the spiritual stuck to him

through life. Fortunately, he got a practical,
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sensible wife, who could study the small econo-

mies. And ^'-et, of this dear little woman the

people said, when she came as a bride to

the country parsonage, "The preacher has

married a butterfly." She was educated and re-

fined, but with girlish wa5^s, which she has not

altogether lost, now that the silver threads are

mingling with the gold ; and her strapping sons,

who treat her with the gallantry of lovers, fight

for the honor of escorting her in public, and cares-

sing her in private. What Ward would have

been without the true helpmeet, who has been

his ministering angel through many 3'ears, it is

impossible to imagine. Ye gods ! what wives

these parsons have ! Many of them make living

sacrifices of themselves from day to day, never

dreaming that they are doing more than their

simple duty. It is pathetic to witness their self-

effacement, as they seek to live through their hus-

bands ; shielding them from the petty cares of the

home, that their minds may be undisturbed in

their sacred studies ; bravely taking up public

duties, when they are already struggling under a

load too heavy for their w^eak shoulders ; endea-

voring, with diplomatic skill, to conciliate some
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disaffedled sister ; and, above all, fighting down

their own troubles, and trying to charm away,

with a sunny face, the demons of despondency

and despair, that so often invade the pastor's sanc-

tum. In that day, when the first shall be last,

and the last first, the pastor's wife will have a

front seat ; and the pastor, himself, will have

reason to be thankful if he gets within sight of

her.

Ward was a diligent student ; a wide, but mis-

cellaneous reader ; and when he did not soar into

the region of the transcendental, he was a clear

and vigorous thinker. His one great limitation

was his failure to sense the comparative value of

truth. One truth was to him of the same import-

ance as another, especiall}^ if at the time he hap-

pened to be enamored of it. Instead of trying

to find out what interested the people, he preached

about that which interested himself, and it made

him impatient to find that the things which had

stirred up his enthusiasm often fell upon unre-

sponsive ears. In the industry which he expended

upon little things he resembled Prince Bonbennon

in Goldsmith's ''Citizen of the World," who

traveled to see a white mouse with green eyes.
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A brother minister once said, *' A midge and an

eagle are with Ward of equal size.
'

' This made

his preaching finical at times. Usually, how-

ever, the reach of his thought was high, and the

people felt the uplifting influence of his words,

even when their meaning was only partially

understood.

* * What Ward lacks is gumption—good horse-

sense," said one of his parishioners. But this is

only true in a qualified sense ; for he has a fine

critical discernment which enables him to see the

strength and weakness of others. What he lacks

is the power of making pracflical application of

what he knows. He is top-heav}^ ; the sail is too

large for the boat ; and I have seen a shade of

sadness pass over his fine face as he has deplored

the inability of making things come to pass. This

is a gift which all do not possess ; and preachers,

like other men, are to be measured by their posi-

tive qualities, and not by their deficiencies.

It was impossible but that offenses should come.

His two deacons objedled to his preaching for

opposite reasons. One said that he was not doc-

trinal ; the other that he was not pradlical. " I

am as doctrinal as St. Paul, and as pra<ftical as
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St. John," was his reply. The two deacons rep-

resented two parties in the church ; and as their

mouthpieces they labored with him, trying to

convince him of the error of his ways. But to no

avail. Ke could not so easily be unmade, and

made over again after a new pattern. He was

himself, and nothing which was not true to him-

self could he be or preach. When the inevitable

rupture came, he said, " I have been crucified

between two deacons." W^riting to me at the

time out of the depths he said ,
" I am solitary as

Christ, rejecfted of men as he was. I am like

a man buried alive, stifling
;
pardon me if I in-

dulge in a little kicking to get mj^self a little more

space to lie in."

Poor Ward has had man}' changes since that

one. This world has proved rather an unfriendly

place for him. These frequent changes may have

eased the burden somewhat by shifting it from

one shoulder to the other, but each one has taken

something out of life. , It is not every nature that

thrives by frequent transplanting. One thing

which Ward abhors is ecclesiastical wire-pulling,

or log-rolling. His self-respe(fl will not allow

him to run a race as one of a made-up slate of
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candidates ; and hence he has often seen others

snatch the prize, which by a sacrifice of man-

hood he might easily have won. But he is one

of those brave souls who is
*

' not ashamed to

fail." He scorns the small successes which suf-

fice for small souls. But for the one make-weight

of want of adaptation to the hard realities of the

present life, he would be a man of commanding

influence. He seems to have been born out of

due season. He never quite fits into his place.

His condition in life is expressed in his clothes

which hang loosely about him. He is above and

beyond his people. He lives up in the steeple.

He is accustomed to say that a shepherd ought

to go before his flock. That is true, but surely

he ought not to stride on so far ahead of them

that they cannot hear his voice, because they

cannot keep up with his rapid gait! Yet a man

of such spiritual purity and intelledlual equip-

m^ent ought to find a place somewhere. Why it

is that the round man is so often found in the

square hole, and the square man in the round

hole, is one of those mj^steries which none of us

mortals can fathom.



CHAPTER IV.

A PI^ODDING PARSON.

Farmer Brown, whom I met at one of our church

gatherings at which he was present as delegate

from the little church at Jonesville, said,
'

' Brother

Goodman, our pastor, reminds me of what we

farmers call a general-purpose horse. He will

work well wherever you put him ; he is not one

of your high pacers, good for a dash on the road,

but useless for a steady pull at the plow ; he is

good everywhere—an all-around minister.
'

' The

praise was as well deserved as it v/as descriminat-

ing and hearty. No one would accuse Brother

Goodman of being a genius ; he is what he

appears to be, an average man, w^ho happens to

be a minister of the Gospel.

When Emerson made his first visit to New
Haven, he inquired how many young men there

were in the college. On being told that there

were from seven to eight hundred, he replied,

"Ah, well, of all that number I dare say about

38
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three are worth educating." He was wrong.

They were all w^orth educating. Few of them

perhaps were geniuses, for geniuses are rare
;

but they had all within them the possibilities of

usefulness. With a truer sense of the value of

the average man, Abraham I^incoln naively re-

marked, " The Lord must like common people,

he has made so many of them." For the same

reason he must like common ministers. Just as

the bulk of the world's work is done by ordinary

men and women, the bulk of the churches' work,

in the ministry' of truth, is done bj^ ordinary

preachers.

One thing that commends Brother Goodman to

his people is the absence of professional airs. He
magnifies his office, but he does not magnify

himself as an ofiicer. He is utterly free from

ministerial starch—an article w^hich working-men

especially, dislike. "Honest Tom" his college

companions used to name him. The name is

appropriate for one about whom there is not a

single shred of pretense.

His downright sinceritj- ought to have killed

criticism, but it did not. " A dull, heavy man,"

was the characterization of him given by a brother
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minister of the sky-rocket order.
*

' Not dull and

lieav>% but heavy and solid,
'

' was the retort of one

in whose presence the criticism was made. The

first question that Dr. Chalmers was w^ont to ask

regarding a preacher was, * * Has he any weight ?
'

'

Goodman would stand this test. He has sub-

stantial stuff in him. Where he is best known

he is most valued as a man of sound level-headed

judgment. His extreme modesty has kept him

in the background at church gatherings ; but

when any delicate and difficult question comes

up, and his opinion is asked for, he always speaks

w^ords of wisdom which are listened to. " I do

not care about shining abroad so long as I stand

well with my own people," I have heard him

say. And he does stand well with them.

They know that he is not a great preacher, but

like the man in the parable with the two talents,

he makes the best of what he has. He is really

a stronger preacher than many give him credit

for being. A man may be above average size, but

if he is finely built and well proportioned, he will

not look as large as he really is ; w^hereas a man

who has large feet, or hands, or head, will attracfl

notice because of the want of proportion in some
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part. Every atom has its shadow and every-

special gift has generall}^ a weakness alongside

of it. What is called talent is often a thing of

bad proportion.

An impulsive, explosive brother once charged

Goodman with being cold. He was mistaken.

His is not the bituminous, but the anthracite

temperament. He burns with a stead}^ per^^asive

glow. He does not wear his emotions out in

ejaculations, and so has all the more to use as

motive power in the practical affairs of life. If

he does not soar high, he does not sink low.

Blue Monday- is a thing unknown to him. He is

habitually cheerful. His good spirits have an

even flow which nothing seems to be able to

interrupt. He carries with him a heart of hope

that acts as a tonic upon discouraged and beaten

men. I never met a person who could so uni-

formly look on the bright side of things. When

his only son, a bright boy of twelve j^ears, in

whom his heart was bound up, died upon his

knee, he laid him tenderly upon the bed, and

turning to his wife said, "Beloved, let us kneel

down and thank the lyord for giving us this dear

boy for these twelve happy j-ears.
'

' How divine
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the philosoph)' that could see reason for thanks-

giving where many could have seen only reason

for mourning and murmuring!

As might be expecfled, Brother Goodman pos-

vSesses good staying qualities. He is an every-day

man, whom 3'ou always know where to find. He
preaches his most carefully-prepared sermons to

the faithful few who come out on a rainy day ; for

he wisely thinks that they deserv^e to be fed with the

finest of the wheat. In all his pulpit preparation

he is "a paiyiful preacher, '

' in the ancient sense

of that expression, as meaning "a painstaking

preacher." He gives careful oversight to every

department of church work. He is a tireless vis-

itor, a wise counsellor, a sj^mpathizing friend of

the afiiicfted, a safe guide of the j^oung, an effi-

cient helper of the poor and the unfortunate. So

completely has he woven himself into the life of

the people— so much has he become a part of the

life of the community— that the idea of the de-

sirability of seeking a change of pastors never

enters into anj^body's mind. Things go on the

even tenor of their way from year to year. There

is a steadj^, natural growth in the church, but no

religious cataclysms. Anything volcanic would
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be wholly unnatural to the ministry of Brother

Goodman. I once asked him the secret of his

long and useful pastorate. His reply was, *

' When
I came here I did not expecft an ideal people, and

my people did not expedl an ideal pastor.
'

' Happy

pastor ! and happy people !

I have a feeling that when his work is ended,

the good Lord, who commends and rewards faith-

fulness rather than brilliancy, will have a high

place of honor for Brother Goodman. One of his

own deacons once exclaimed, excitedly, in my
hearing,

'

' I tell j^ou what it is. Brother Good-

man will get a crown as big as—as an umbrella."

That might be rather an inconvenient adornment

;

but of one thing I am certain, he will get the enco-

mium, *

' He hath done what he could.
'

' The

sphere of his life-labor has not been a wide one
;

it is not a sphere such as would satisfy one in

whom the fires of worldly ambition burn high
;

but his place has been well filled, his work has

been faithfully done. Well would it be for preach-

ers to quench unholy ambition with the refle(5lion

that,
*

' when it is all over, and our feet will run

no more, and our hands are helpless, and we have

scarcely strength to murmur a last prayer, then
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we shall see that, instead of needing a larger field,

we have left untilled many corners of our single

acre, and that none of it is fit for the Master's

eye, were it not for the softening shadow of the

cross. '

*



CHAPTER V.

A SPIRlTUAIv PREACHER.

I have heard the Rev. Ebenezer Young de-

scribed as intellecftual, as intuitional, and as m3-s-

tical. He was all three combined ; but more than

anything else he was spiritual. There was about

him a suggestion of other-worldliness. The world

in which he lived was a world of spiritual realities.

He carried around with him the atmosphere of

one who lived much alone with God. More than

any man I ever knew, he had the gift of seership.

He seemed to be able to look into the living heart

of things.

He was a striking figure, tall, somewhat spare,

his body surmounted with a lofty dome of thought^

which led every stranger to look at him a second

time, and ask, Who is that ? Over his fine face

there spread a shade of melancholy, which be-

longs to men of intense thought. People called

him cold, reserv^ed, and haught}^, when he was

only shy. But, despite his shyness, never was

45
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there a more companionable man, if only you

could get througli the closely-guarded gates into

the inner sanc5lum of personal friendship. His

intimate friends were few, but his soul grappled

to them with hooks of steel. With them he

would frequently unbend, and then his humor,

which came from the depths, would be poured

out in floods.

It was impossible, in the nature of the case,

that Ebenezer Young should ever be a popular

preacher. He fished in deep waters. He could

not bring himself to play upon surface motives,

but sought to touch the deep springs of the hid-

den life within. People divided over him. Spirit-

ually-minded people were drawn to him because

of his deep insight into the things of the spirit-

life. Worldly-minded people could not breathe

the rare air in which he lived. They would come

to his preaching, attra(5led by his gifts, but would

soon slip away to some preacher who did not in-

sist upon holding up before them what they

deemed impossible ideals—the ideals moreover of

the Man of Nazareth. He was not a comfortable

person for bad men to be near. Not only was his

pure life a constant rebuke to sin, but something
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about him made the wrong-doer feel uneasy in his

presence. What a power there was in those pierc-

ing eyes ; they searched one through like lighted

candles. It is told of him that when visiting a

factory, a thoughtless girl made a scoffing remark

about religion in his hearing ; he turned and fast-

ened his eyes upon her, and at once her scoffing

was changed into penitential sobs. When his in-

dignation was aroused, his power of denunciation

was something terrible. The apostle of love be-

came a son of thunder. The wrath, which flamed

forth as a consuming fire, was '* the wrath of the

Lamb, '

' the wrath of outraged love.

Men of deep experience are lonely men. They

tread the wine-press alone ; and of the people,

there is none with them. When they enter their

Gethsemane, their chosen friends fall back. This

sense of loneliness often brings with it a feeling of

deep depression, which is purely physical. Upon

one occasion, when Kbenezer Young had made

one of his sudden transitions from the mountain-

top to the valley, his wife, without informing him

of the fa(5l, sent for me to visit him. I found him

in a state of mental tension and soul travail,

which, if continued, could end only in a complete
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nervous collapse. He was entirely wrong in

thinking that it was the burden of the Lord that

was upon him, for the burden upon him was

grievous to be borne, and that the Lord's burden

never is. He was pacing his study floor, his pale,

pensive face drawn together as if in pain ; his lips

firmly set ; his hand going up involuntarily to his

forehead, and his large, sad eyes looking as the

eyes of the Master must have done, when from

the brow of Olivet he wept over doomed Jerusa-

lem. He hardly noticed me when I opened the

door and sat down in his study chair. '' What's

the matter, my friend ? " " Everything is out of

joint," he answered; "the unresponsiveness of

the people to spiritual things is killing me." I

then drew out of him, bit by bit, the information

that he had been pouring into the people red-hot

shot wdth no visible result. They seemed to take

his impassioned appeals and reproofs in the dogged

way that a boy might submit to an undeserved

flogging. His next Sunday's sermon lay unfin-

ished on his desk.
*

' May I look at it ? " *

' Cer-

tainly." The text was, "We have piped unto

you, and you have not danced." Subject, " The

childish perverseness of man." It was to be his
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supreme effort to rouse the church to a(5lion. It

was to put life and movement into the dry bones,

or— . *' Don't you think," I asked, " that corn

is better than a whip for a jaded horse ? " " Yes,
'

'

he repHed, ''but not for a refradlory or balky

horse.
'

' It was useless to argue. Young' s preach-

ing was generally of a hopeful and inspiring kind,

but he was evidentlj^ becoming morbid. His

words and adlions were not those of a healthy

man. I called upon one of his parishioners, a

skillful physician, and explained the case to him.

He at once exclaimed, ' * How blind I was not to

see this before ; our good pastor is run down ner-

vously, what he needs is change and rest." The

next day the dodlor took him away for a few

weeks' fishing and hunting among the mountains;

and when he returned, his frayed nerves were

soothed, his physical and mental tone completely

restored. His sermon on *

' The perverse childish-

ness of man " was committed to flames, and for it

was substituted one from the text,
*

' Comfort ye,

comfort ye, my people, saith the Lord."

In theology, Ebenezer Young was an eclec5lic.

He absorbed what was good in all systems. He
refused to be classified. Defining his position he
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was wont to say,
'

' I am a Unitarian in the sense

that I believe in the unity of God ; I am a Trini-

tarian in the sense that I believe in the threefold

manifestation of the one God ; I am a Universal-

ist in the sense that I believe in the universality

of the Father's love, the Son's atonement, and

the Holy Spirit's influence ; I am a Calvinist in

the sense that I believe in the sovereignty of God,

and in the immutability of his redemptive pur-

pose ; I am an Arminian in the sense that I be-

lieve in the freedom of the w411 as an indispens-

able fadlor in moral conducft ; I am a High

Churchman in the sense that I believe in the

heavenly origin of the church ; I am a low

Churchman in the sense that I believe that the

church ought to walk before the world in all the

lowliness of the Master ; I am a broad Church-

man in the sense that I believe that the love of

God is broader than the measure of man's mind.

My theology is a variable quality, but my faith

is fixed as the everlasting hills. My opinions ate

liable to change, but my faith in the essential

truths of Christianity remains unshaken."

In the good sense of the word he was a class

preacher. He had no class spirit, his sympathies
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being wide as humanity itself. But no preacher

can sweep the entire circle of human interests,

and hence, no preacher can satisfy everj^body.

A preacher's powers define his limitations. If he

is gifted in one direcftion, he is apt to be defedlive

in another. Young's limitations were as marked

as his gifts. He could not preach to children.

When he tried to be funny, he was simply

grotesque. He had no aptitude for social func-

tions. Pastoral visitations which consisted in

making formal calls he abhorred. Although a

diligent pastor, he did not exercise his heels at

the expense of his brains. But let any one be

sick or in trouble, and he was at his side in an

instant, pouring into his wounded heart the balm

of divine S5^mpathy and consolation.

Judged by the ordinary criterions of ministerial

success, Young was voted a failure. He did not

succeed in drawing crowds ; or in adding largely

to the church roll. But if weight instead of num-

bers be taken as the criterion of success, his

ministry was anything but a failure. He drew

around him a group of earnest men and women

who were seeking to find their wa}^ into the

Arcanum of the divine life. He was a teacher of
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teachers, a leader of leaders. His influence over

a certain class whom the ordinary ministration of

the pulpit leave unfed, was as beneficient as it

was profound. How difficult it is to measure

ministerial influence ! There are some preachers

v»^ho are like fishermen skimming the surface of

the sea with a drag net. They succeed in cap-

turing numbers of small fish. Their work bulks

large in church statistics. There are others who

follow deep-sea fishing. They catch their fish

with hook and line, one by one. The result of

their work does not count high, but the few fish

they bring in outweigh the multitude of small

fr}^, w^hich the others have taken. How often

would the scales be turned if the results of Chris-

tian work were tested b\^ iveigJit rather than by

numbers. A lioness when twitted by a cat be-

cause her progeny was not numerous but single,

replied: " Yes, one ; but a lion." It is said that

Parmanides was once reading a philosophical

discourse before a public assembly at Athens, and

observing that, wdth the exception of Plato, the

w^hole company had turned their backs on him and

left him, he nevertheless continued to read on

saying that Plato was alone a sufficient audience
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for him. Young, when disheartened by the small-

ness of his audience might well have found com-

fort in the saying of Parmanides.

Before coming into m}^ neighborhood, the Rev.

Ebenezer Young had a checquered experience.

He had left college with high honors, and his

name was spoken of in connedlion with a pro-

fessorship, which could easily have been secured,

if he had allowed his friends to put the official

machinery in motion. Turning his back upon

prizes which others eagerly sought, he went to

the Home Missionary Society and made the sin-

gular request that if there was a hard field any-

where which no one else would accept, he wanted

to be sent there. The result of his self-sacrifice

was that he got shunted off on a little side-track,

from which he never got back to the main road

of favor and pro.sperit3^ With married life came

ever-thickening domestic cares, and many an

inspiring and uplifting sermon was written with

the wolf of poverty crouching at the door.

Changes of pastorate were frequent ; and some

of them brought an inheritance of ancient church

quarrels, which in his simplicity of heart he en-

deavored to settle on the New Testament plan
;
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but to his sorrow he found that with the unsanc-

tified human nature with which he had to deal,

spiritual methods would not work. The toil and

strain of years began to consume his vital forces;

and he often complained of being tired out. His

pastorate at Salem, near b}^ me, was really the

happiest of his life. After the short vacation in

the mountains already referred to, he rallied for

a time ; but it was evident that the flame was

burning to the socket. Bravely he kept at work,

often preaching when writhing in pain, or when

so feeble that he could not stand upright, and

had to sit in a chair.

His going out is too pathetic to write about.

To a friend he said, " The way is dark to me, but

to God it is light, and I am as sure that he is

leading me as if I saw a visible hand. I sorrow

not for m3'self, but for the loved ones I am leaving

behind ; the light of the New Jerusalem shines

before me ; they have to walk through the valley

of death-shade, but God is with them and in

His hands I leave them." Noble brother ! un-

shaken faith like thine must be pleasing to the All-

Father, who will see to it that all thy unfinished

purposes are carried out both here and hereafter.
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'

' Blessings brighten as they take their flight.
'

'

When he was gone people began to realize how-

much he had been to them ; and they vied with

each other in telling of the spiritual help and

comfort which he had ministered to them. His

sorrowing wife listening to these long delayed

testimonies which were so freely given, said,

' * Why did j^ou not tell him these things when he

was with you. Your words of appreciation would

have been as a cup of water to a fainting soul."

Yes, why not ? But he knows now.

It is only a few short years since Ebenezer

Young ascended. The people said, "We can

never transfer to another the affecftion which we

have given to him ; no one can ever take his

place.
'

' The gap caused by his death was like

that made by the falling of a large forest tree,

but already the gap is being filled up. This busy

age has little time to give to ruminating upon the

past, or to building sepulchers for its prophets.

But what is done is secure. The prayers, the

toils, and sacrifices of God's servants are recorded

in the book of remembrance, and they have

entered into the life of the world. Each one

casts his gift into the common treasury and passes
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on. What one sows another reaps. The worker

passes away, but his work abides, and grows.

*' Not myself, but the truth that in life I have spoken,

Not myself, but the seed that in life I have sown

Shall pass on to the ages—all about me forgotten

Save the truth I have spoken, the deeds I have done."



CHAPTER VI.

A EKGUI.AR HUSTlyER.

When the Rev. Kbenezer Young finished his

earthly course, the church at Salem got a man of

a very different type. Churches in their vSele(5tion

of ministers often swing pendulum-wise, from one

extreme to the other. A liberal will be followed

b}^ one of the stridlest orthodoxy, an educator

by an exhorter, a moralizer by a revivalist, a

zephjT by a cyclone. Changes so marked do not

always come from love of variety ; they are often

the result of an unconscious following of the law

of compensation, by which the w^ork of one

minister is made to supplement that of another.

So, when Young's gentle, cultured wife sold off

her household goods and the larger part of her

husband's library, paid all outstanding debts, and

went empty-handed wdth her three little children

back to her old girlhood home, the humble par-

sonage was soon filled with new people of a very

different sort from those who left it.

57
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*

' Our new minister is a regular hustler,
'

' re-

marked deacon Vance, whom I met while visiting

a married daughter in my parish,
'

' He is a whole

team in himself. " "A steam-engine in trousers,
'

'

some one called him, adopting an expression that

had been used to describe Daniel Webster, and

many a one besides. He is a short, thick-set

man, with fiery red hair which sticks up porcu-

pine fashion on his small head. In the language

of the street, he is a nervy man ; brimful of vital

energy ; impatient of restraint ; apt to do good

things blindly, and to knock over everything that

happens to be in his way. His adlivity runs into

fussiness
;
yet he gets the credit of being a great

worker. He believes in an abundant use of shoe-

leather.

The church at Salem had been accustomed to

move on in a quiet, regular way. It is the only

church in the place, and what it has lost from

the absence of sedlarian rivalry, it has more than

gained in the way in which it has rooted itself in

the common life of the people. It is the social as

well as the religious center of the village, a recog-

nized institution, the most potent fador in the

village life, in the establishment of social order
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and righteousness. It is no discredit to the

church to say that it had got into some very deep

ruts ; inasmuch as these ruts were for the most

part found to be exceedingly serviceable in keep-

ing the Gospel chariot moving in the right direc-

tion. But the new minister had not been a month

in Salem before it seemed that an earthquake had

visited the place, and had moved things generally

from their foundations. And when things had

been disorganized, they had of course to be reor-

ganized. The superintendent of the Sunday-

school was charadlerized as an old fogy ; which

remark, coming to his ears, led to his instant

resignation ; and as no one was willing to take

his place, its duties fell upon his censor. Every-

body was set to work, or at leasteverybody hadwork

set before him. As an Irish member ofthe brother-

hood put it, **all the people were forced to be-

come volunteers.
'

' The service which came from

this unwilling conscription was grudgingly given
;

and it was not long before there was a church of

tired Christians, sorely feeling the need of rest.

For a time the church in Salem was the envy

of surrounding churches. It v/as enjo3'ing a

boom. A number of new societies were formed
;
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a parish-house was built ; a new organ was

bought ; and so great was the increase of the

congregations, that there was some talk of enlarg-

ing the church building. About the advisability

of enlargement there was, however, difference of

opinion ; and when at the advice of the more

conservative members it was finally decided to

delay the work until it was found to be absolutely

necessary, the hustler resigned at once, and went

off covered with glory to resurredl another weak

church, that being the work to which he felt

specially called. I understand that he afterwards

confessed to a friend that he drew out of Salem

because the material had all been used up, and

seeing no possibility of future increase, he thought

it prudent to retire when things were at their

best. It was evidently no part of his program

to stay with a church through its seasons of

depression and discouragement.

When the boom passed, and things fell back

into their normal condition, it was found that

much, if not all of the vaunted prosperity had

been fidlitious. Wheel had been added to wheel

until there was too much machinery for the size of

the boiler. An increased output had been attempted
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without any increase of motive power. Some of

the newly organized societies had a sickl}^ life,

and died a lingering and painful death ; a heavy

debt was left on the parish house, a large propor-

tion of the subscriptions proving worthless ; the

organ was a cheap, showy affair, and all the

funds that the Ladies' Society could possibly raise

for a number of years were mortgaged to pay for

it ; the nondescript class of people gathered into

the church disappeared at once into the places of

retreat out of which they had temporarily crept

;

and taking things all in all, the last stage of the

church was decidedly Vv^orse than the first.

The Salem church is now recovering slowly

from the effe(5ls of that boom. It has learned the

important truth that some successes are worse than

defeats. "We have got a slower man with us

now, '

' said one of the Salem people to me recently

;

"there is no danger that he will upset the I^ord's

chariot ; he is a steady driver, and we are satis-

fied with him. We are just regaining tone from

our recent overstrain, and I do not think that we

shall be likely again to mistake fussiness for pa-

tient continuance in well doing."

The hustler keeps going the rounds of the
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churches. It has been suggested that his house

ought to be put on wheels. Owing to the flaming

reports of his marvelous success in building up

the waste places of Zion, his services are greatly

in demand, and one door no sooner closes than

two open. He does not, however, always wait for

providence to open the door. He assists provi-

dence. He is hardly settled in a new church

before he begins looking around for a more prom-

ising field. He does not go candidating, but he

arranges for an exchange before the pulpit is

vacated, or he tenders his services as supply, with

a practical end in view. Upon these occasions he

preaches sermons of the class to which the un-

godly give the name of *

' sugar-sticks.
'

' They

are of seducftive sweetness. Into them the whole

of his theology is crammed, with the result that

he begins his ministry in a place by striking

twelve, and thereafter goes down the scale at a

rapid rate. All his goods are put in the show-

window, and it is not long before the people dis-

cover that there is nothing within save rows of

empty shelves. Of reser\'ed power— which is

such a fine thing in a minister—he is utterly desti-

tute.
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One of his pulpit mannerisms, which gives an

index to his charadler, consists in drawing up

his coat sleeves as if about to put in some

heavy kind of work. The expedlation is never

realized ; the great work is never done. The

place he fills in the church is that of a stirrer up

of things—not a high place surely, but a useful

place in its way. By unsettling things which, if

not ideal, have stood the test of time as useful

agencies, he does not a little harm, yet he un-

doubtedly does some good in the way of loosen-

ing stones which have got deeply imbedded in the

soil, which those who come after him hew into

shape and build into the wall of God's spiritual

temple. The positive elements of profitableness

in his life-work are so infinitesimal that it would

be a sin and shame to rob him of the credit of

any one of them.



CHAPTER VII.

A MODERN PROPHET.

One of the most remarkable things within the

whole range of my ministerial experience is the

sudden and startling way in which the Rev.

Josiah Bird has assumed the role of prophet.

One point of difference, among many, between

him and the ancient prophets of Israel is that

while they were unconscious of their prophetic

gift he is keenly conscious of his.

When I first knew him he was rather an ordi-

nary mortal ; but he had the faculty of calling

attention to himself and his work. So great was

his advertising gift that some one irreverently

suggested that he would make a splendid advance

agent for Barnum, the great vShowman. He

appreciated the printing-press as a valuable ally.

He deluged the people with hand-bills and circu-

lars. The record of his mighty doings occupied

a leading place in the local and church papers.

But it was a case of *' much cry and little wool,"

as the devil said when he sheared the sow. After

64
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personal investigation of his work the conclusion

was reached that never had I known such a vast

amount of cackling to take place over such a

ridiculously small egg.

lyOoking at the Rev. Josiah Bird as he walks

along the street, or as he stands before an audi-

ence, no one w^ould ever take him for a great man.

He is a decided blonde ; lank and lean ; hatchet-

faced, with retreating forehead, and with steel-

blue, deep-set, restless eyes, which bore into one

like a pair of gimlets. All that there is of him is

sharpened to a point. He always suggests to me

the figure of a cutter as constrasted with a large

and stately ship. And he manages to cut his way

to places which deeper drawing vessels cannot

reach. He has three elements of power ; he is

dramatic ; he writes and speaks at white heat

;

and he believes in himself. His passionateness is

perhaps the main element of his power. His

thoughts are suffused with passion ; his words,

whether written or spoken, tremble with pas-

sion. His soul is always at fever heat—a thing

which detra(5ls from the value of his thought,

but which gives to his utterances a hedlic

flush that adds greatly to their power of impres-
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sion. The capability of self-excitation which

belongs to great orators he possesses in a marked

degree ; only with him this capability is mental

rather than physical. When the storm rages

within his manner is calm. He utters the most

incendiary sentiments in a nonchalant manner,

and gazes with an amused smile at the conflagra-

tion which he has kindled.

Some men are content to work in a corner.

Not so w4th the Rev. Josiah Bird. What he does

in secret he proclaims on the housetop. He can

bear anj^thing except being ignored. He carries

about with him an abundant supply of theological

dynamite, and he takes manifest pleasure in creat-

ing an explosion, if for no other end than attradl-

ing attention to himself. Like a bull in a china

shop he makes his presence felt. He makes sure

of being talked about.

His programme is a large one, being nothing

less than the reformation of all existing abuses in

the church and in the world. But, from the bit-

ter things he has to say about the church, one

would almost infer that he expe<5ls to reform the

world by destroying the church. His arraign-

ment of the church causes the hearts of Zion's
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friends to mourn, and the hearts of her enemies

to rejoice. The former look upon him as a fanatic

and crank, the latter as a fearless exposer of wrong

—a prophet of righteousness—another John the

Baptist come to herald a new dispensation. The

unchurched part of his followers take delight in

setting him on the church, as mischievous boj^s

might set a cur on a sleeping mastiff. His cour-

age, if blind, is not without a certain touch of

sublimit3^ There is something exceedingly pic-

turesque in the way in which he strips to the waist,

and plies the ax ofjudgment against the old rotten

tree of modern ecclesiasticism. No agonizing cry

of,
'

' Woodman spare the tree
! '

' deters him. No

memory of the shelter it has afforded him moves

his pity. The surprising thing is that he should

expend so much effort upon a decayed trunk,

which, according to his description of it, a puff of

wind ought to topple over ; and it is still more

surprising to see that after he has rained his lusti-

est blows upon it, and stands mopping the sweat

from his brow, the stubborn old tree persists in

standing where it did, pradlically uninjured—

a

few bits of useless bark having been chipped off,

and nothing more.
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Our modern prophet is a holy terrorist. He

belongs to the sensational order of spiritual watch-

men. He sees ahead of this little planet times of

great disturbance. He tries to make us believe

that we are walking over a gunpowder mine

which may explode at any moment. The beast

which St. John in his Apocal3^ptic Visions de-

scribes as coming out of the sea, he explains to be

the rule of the democracy, and in this he is pro-

bably corredl ; but when he pi(5lures the dominant

democracy as a devouring beast craunching our

cherished institutions and taking them into her

insatiable maw ; when he frantically waves the

red flag of danger and warns of impending social

and industrial revolutions which are to drench

our land with blood, he is often carried awa)^ upon

the tide of his self-awakened fears. When calmer

thoughts come he admits that escape from revolu-

tion is still possible by wise and timely reform.

Then his message takes the pradlical form of a

call to repentance, and he appears at his best.

Our modern prophet has hope for the future, but

it is for the distant future. He agrees with the

anarchist that the present order of things is

doomed. Only after the foundations have been
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swept clean of the present edifice can we hope for

any improvement. The methods of reform upon

which the church has depended are declared to be

inadequate ; but by what new methods, not in

operation in the present, the work of the future

reconstru(5lion is to be accomplished, has not been

explained. Yet it is always assumed that the

unexplained methods are Christ's methods. For

Christ is the wa}-, the only way to social reform.

Our modern prophet may have but scant faith in

the church, but he is very sure of Christ.

As might be expedled he revels in the mystic

symbolism of the book of Revelation. The sig-

nificance of the S5^mbolic numbers, the sounding

of the trumpets, the opening of the seals, the

ntunber of the beast, the outpouring of the bowls

of wrath, the judging of the harlot, the binding of

Satan , are all to him as simple as the alphabet. To

him it has been given to know the times and sea-

sons. His prophetic forecast is based not only upon

precise calculations, but also upon the trend of

events. His interpretations of the marv^elous

book which closes the canon of Scripture are far-

fetched and fanciful. The popery of systems is

made to take the place of the poper}^ of men.
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The power of selfishness to retard the social con-

summation has not been left out of his reckoning,

but when the regeneration of society is looked for

in some other way than by the regeneration of the

individual soul through the power of the gospel,

a result is predi(fted without any cause being

given w^hicli is adequate to produce it.

What is the value of the w'ork of our modem
prophet ? He is an irritant—a fly-blister upon the

body ecclesiastic. He provokes thought, which

is good ; he provokes the people who think,

which is not good. He is an agitator stirring up

the stagnant life of the Church. His very nar-

rowness gives him intensity. His unbalanced,

lop-sided presentation of the truth gives to certain

things an over-emphasis w^hich, in some cases, is

needed to call attention to real abuses. But this

very want of balance discounts his utterances

with thinking people. They wonder if he really

does not know better than he affirms ; they won-

der if he does not sacrifice sincerity in his strain-

ing after dramatic effect. A consuming egotism

blinds him completely to the other side of ever}^

question. His statements are without shading or

perspedlive. They are absolute affirmations. The
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Opinions of other people have not the weight of a

feather when put in the scale against his own.

He will cavalierly dismiss the most cogent argu-

ment of the profoundest scholar as arrant non-

sense. One who is cocksure of ever3'thing is

pretty certain to find some people who will be im-

pressed with the convicftion that such a wonderful

Know-All must own a private wire, which affords

him the means of obtaining his information dire(5l

from headquarters. This special privilege of

knowing things before anybody else is generally

understood to belong to the prophetic office. And

with it goes the prerogative of knowing m.ore in-

timately than others the Master's mind ; so that

in all questions of difficulty it can be told what

Jesus would have said or done. In this waj^ Jesus

is often made responsible for a great many things

which He w^ould in all probability have heartily

repudiated.

The true prophet is not to be sneered at.

Never was he in greater demand. The pulpit of

to-day calls for men who speak for God ; men

who are the mouthpieces of God to the people
;

illuminated men, who because they possess insight,

possess also foresight ; divinely instrudled men,
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who have understanding of the times to know

what God's Israel ought to do. One mark of the

true prophet is wisdom. His judgment is not

obscured by the smoke of class prejudice. The

message he has to proclaim is to men as men,

and not to men as divided into hostile social

groups. The one divine law of social life which

he lays upon all alike is the royal law of love

which the Prophet of Nazareth promulgated and

fulfilled.

The strong point in the teaching of our modern

prophet is his insistence upon the most uncom-

promising obedience to the law of love in the

whole round of social life. His -testimou}-, how-

ever, is weakened by extravagant ideas touching

the practical working out of this law. Self-

interest is denounced as if it were identical with

selfishness ; self-sacrifice is demanded up to the

measure of self-effacement. A great deal that is

said on this point must be allowed to pass for

rhetorical exuberance. He poses as a martyr, but

real martyrs do not pose. He throws himself

upon the altar of sacrifice, but being encased in

some sort of moral asbestos, he is not consumed.

He thrives upon sacrifice, and is as much in his
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element in the hottest persecution as a salamander

is in its element in the fire.

In the soul of our modern prophet there is an

altruistic spark. His impulses are good. His

pity for suffering humanity—which includes pity

for himself—is genuine. A man of the people, he

is fearless in his opposition to organized selfish-

ness. His sympathy is with the under dog in the

fight. One can not help admiring his spirit of

knight-errantr>^ as he rides forth to break a lance

with mailed oppression and wrong. It is a pit)^,

however, to see so brave a knight wasting his

strength fighting windmills; and it is worse than

a pity when in the gra}^ of the morning he mis-

takes friends for foes. To see a preacher of the

Gospel fighting the Church is not an edifying

spedlacle. There is small need to disparage an in-

stitution, which, with all its short-comings, is the

most positive power for good in this sinful world.

The Church does not need some one to strike

his finger on the spots that hurt and say :
* * Thou

ailest here and here." She needs a healer.

Faults are to be rebuked only in order that they

may be removed. The reason why the hurt of the

Church is not recovered is not because she has
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failed to feel its smart, but because the Balm

of Gilead lias not been wisely and tenderly ap-

plied. A little less effort in the way of probing

and a little more effort in the way of healing, a

little less effort in the way of pulling down and a

little more effort in the way of building up would

give increased value to the work of many a

modern reformer. The true reformer wounds

that he may heal ; he kills that he may make

alive. The worst way to improve any institu-

tion is to condemn it unsparingly. " Men would

be better if we better deemed of them." The

true prophet is a sorrowing yet faithful lover, not

an avenging angel.



CHAPTER VIII.

A RKVIVAIvISTiC PRKACHER.

Boanerges is a large, broad-chested man, with

a goodly amount of embonpoint—suggestive of

the absence of fasting ; with a head round as a

bullet, and with a neck so thick that his collar is

in constant danger of slipping over his head. His

deep bass voice has wonderful vibratory qualities
;

and he is a pleasant speaker to listen to, except

when he works himself into a tempest of passion,

and then he keeps gradually raising the pitch of

his voice until it resembles the tones of a cracked

bell. One of the things which cause some people

to wonder is what under the sun Boanerges

makes so much noise about. " I see nothing in

what he is saying," I once heard an intelligent

auditor remark, " to cause him to roar and stamp

in that fashion." A theological student asked

;Mr. Beecher what he did if his supply of thought

happened to run out. He answered, " I holler."

Boanerges '

' hollers
'

' most ofthe time for a similar

reason.

75
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Boanerges is possessed of a certain physical

earnestness which passes for " Holy Ghost

power, '

' and which gives him a sort of magnetic

or mesmeric influence over people of a sensitive

temperament. One of the saintliest w^omen I ever

knew told me that when she w^as present at one

of his evangelistic services, and listened to his fer-

vent appeal to all who were interested in the sal-

vation of their souls to come forward to the

mourners' seat, and saw him running up and down

the aisles of the church taking those who appeared

to be halting between two opinions by the hand

and leading them up to the front, she sat trem-

bling lest he should touch her.
'

' Had he laid

his hands upon me," she said, *' I would have

gone forward as a seeker ; I could not have helped

mj^self, although I knew that I would have been

mortified ever afterwards.
'

'

A sceptic of a scientific turn of mind said to

me that when Boanerges put his hand upon his

shoulder a thrill passed through his body such

as could be accounted for only by the ac5lion of

a small magnetic battery, which he was con-

fident that Boanerges kept concealed in his

pocket. But that I do not believe. The power
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is in the man. He is a magnetic battery on two

legs.

The central theme in the preaching of Boaner-

ges is " the terror of the Lord." In his presen-

tation of the dark side of things there is no minc-

ing of matters, no toning down of truth, no

sweetening or softening of unpalatable dodlrines.

There is a bald literalism which has at least the

merit of making the vision plain. Those to whom
this literalism appeals have an earthquake of fear

awakened within their hearts ; and they are led

to cry out,
*

' What must we do to be saved ? '

'

Many of them are unquestionably started towards

a better life. A religion which begins in fear

sometimes ends in love.

The preaching of Boanerges is open to the

criticism which a student made upon the ledlures

of a certain theological professor who devoted a

few sentences to the discussion of heaven, and

several lectures to the discussion of hell. " This

discussion of the future life," said the student,

* * puts me in mind of the text, ' Repent for the

kingdom of hell is at hand. '

'

'

I once heard Boanerges preach one of his

characteristic sermons from the text in Isa.
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xxxiii, 14 :
" Who among us shall dwell with the

devouring fire ? who among us shall dwell with

everlasting burnings ? '

' The aim of his discourse

was to point out the kind of people who shall be

consumed in the fires of hell, as a moth shrivels

in the flames. A greater travesty upon the teach-

ing of Scripture was never listened to. For the

text in question does not start the inquiry as to

who shall furnish fuel for the fires of hell ; but as

to who shall dwell in the devouring fires of judg-

ment U7ihurt.
'

' Who among us shall dwell with

the devouring fire ? Who among us shall dwell

with everlasting burnings ?
'

' The answer is,

" He that walketh righteously." The righteous

man is fire-proof; he can stand ordeal by fire
;

he can walk through hell's hottest flames unin-

jured ; upon him the fire of judgment has no

destroying power. Men like Boanerges fail to

see that the business of religion is not to prote(5l

men from outward fire, but to create within them

an imperishable charadler.

I have never been able to overcome the im-

pression that Boanerges preaches the lurid doc-

trine of eternal torment w-ith genuine gusto. He

reminds one of the picfture of the last judgment,
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by Michael Angelo, in which Christ is driving

the wicked to their final woe ; but there is no

line of tenderness in his face, no look of pity in

his eye ; he is stern and relentless, the embodi-

ment of vengeful wrath. Some one has said that

no preacher ought to speak of the doom of lost

men unless his tears are hissing on the gates of

hell. If Boanerges has any tears of pity for

doomed men, they are shed in private. After one

of his blood-curdling sermons he will go home

with one of the pillars of the church ; eat a hearty

supper ; tell stories full of boisterous mirth ; and

deport himself generally as one who did not care

a straw for the awful fate of the unconverted

millions whom he had just handed over to the

uncovenanted mercies of a jealous God. It is

charitable to think that he does not really believe

what he preaches.

Like many of his class, Boanerges holds by

what I have heard an irreverent critic designate

''the windlass theory of salvation." This

charadlerization is taken from his favorite illus-

tration of faith. The sinner is represented as

having fallen into a deep pit from which he can-

not extricate himself. A cage is let down by a
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rope, and all that he has to do is to step into it

and be pulled up. In this illustration there may

be a filament of truth, but as a definition of faith

it is radically defe(5live. Faith is a vital process,

not a mechanical a(5l ; it is a power in man work-

ing from within, and not a power hoisting him

up from without.

Boanerges keeps declaring that a revival is not

gotten up, but is brought down. All the same,

he is careful to manipulate things so as to connec5l

means with ends. Before visiting a community

he insists upon the largest possible union of local

churches ; all money necessary to defray the ex-

penses of the meetings has to be raised before-

hand, a large chorus-choir organised, the town

districfted and visited, daily prayer-meetings held,

the meetings widely advertised, and the local

press subsidized to report the results of former

meetings. Everything is carefully prepared, and

he comes in on a rising tide, and leaves for other

scenes of success before the waters begin to sub-

side. The inevitable rea(5lion has to be faced by

the local pastors, and is generally set down to

their lack of evangelical power. As a result, dis-

afiedlion often arises, and useful pastors are unset-
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tied, and the regular work of the churches thrown

into confusion.

My own church had a painful experience with

Boanerges, which has not been wdthout some

good results. One winter I caught a severe cold,

which developed into an attack of pneumonia.

When convalescing my friends raised a purse of

money and sent me to Florida to rest and recuper-

ate. I had always thought that there were two

or three of the members of our church who were

not in perfedl sympathy with my quiet methods

of work. They wanted to see a sweeping revival,

and so they sent for Boanerges. He came and

saw, but conquered not. With tremendous energy

he threw himself into the work. Meetings were

held morning, noon, and night. The people

were visited, prayed with, prayed at, and bom-

barded with urgent appeals to come up to the

help of the I^ord against the mighty. But to all

these well-intentioned efforts they were unrespon-

sive. They presented a front something like the

mud forts which Napoleon found in Egypt, into

which the best-aimed shots went spluttering out

of sight. Boanerges had never found such an

apathetic, unspiritual condition of things before.
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Had lie only known it, lie simply did not under-

stand the problem with which he had to deal.

He was fishing in deeper waters than he had been

accustomed to, and he was using too short a line

and too small a bait to secure the large string of

converts which he had over-confidently boasted

of being able to capture. His vehemence became

agonizing . The pressure was constantly increased

until the steam hissed at the rivets. Something

had to give way. He did. He lost his temper.

The people revolted, and refused to patronize the

meetings. Boanerges left, shaking the dust from

o£f his feet against our God-forsaken village.

When I returned from my vacation I found the

revivalistic coterie in a humbler frame of mind

than they had ever manifested before.

Boanerges is a useful man in his way. There

is a place for him in the Church within a limited

and a constantly narrowing sphere of things. He
plows up some fallow ground. But he makes a

great mistake in thinking that his crude and arti-

ficial methods are suited to every community;

for as communities develop in intelligence and

culture they become less demonstrative in relig-

ion and in everything else. He also makes a
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great mistake in measuring others by his own

small foot-rule. He has a way of counting scalps

that is hardly becoming in a spiritual worker.

He forgets that the finest results of Christian

effort can not be put into statistics, but are atmos-

pheric. And just because his vision is defeaive,

he overvalues the results of special work, and

undervalues the results of the ordinary work of

ordinary people, which constitute the Church's

most solid gains.

Before he was called of the Lord to the work of

an evangelist he was pastor of the church in

the neighboring village of Smithtown. We

were always hearing that fresh waves of divine

power were sweeping over the favored locality

in which that church is situated. We were told

that souls were flocking to that particular Zion

like doves to their windows. Several weeks after

one of these periodical seasons of revival I ex-

changed pulpits with him, and was surprised to

find things wearing a wilted appearance. When

I inquired into the cause of this condition of

affairs I was told that the revival was over, and

that the people were exhausted, and were resting

up for the next grand splurge.
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That Boanerges is very human is nothing

against him, and some of his faults would pass

uncriticised did he hot persist in maintaining that

grace has conquered nature. Modest}^ is not one

of the prominent graces in his characfter ; and yet

he keeps saying, " I am nothing, but God is

everything." Once when speaking of himself

as a poor worm of the dust one of my deacons

facetiously remarked, *

' I have sometimes noticed

that those who affe(5l to call themselves poor

worms of the dust generally think pretty well

of themselves as compared with other worms."

Boanerges published a book entitled
'

' An
Account of the Wonderful Works of God, as

wTought by the hand of his humble servant

Boanerges. " In this unpretentious volume there

was such a liberal use made of the first personal

pronoun that the printer declared he had to go to

another establishment and borrow a fresh supply

of *' I's " before he could finish the work of set-

ting up the type. Boanerges had his portrait

inserted in the front of the book ; and to express

his deep humility he had it taken with a Bible

held up before his face, partially concealing it,

as if to say,
'

' See how I hide behind the Word !

"
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A friend who knows him well, and values to the

full the grains of good that are in him, inter-

preted the pi(5lure thus :
" I call you all to notice

what a good Christian I am to hide behind the

Word !
'

' There is no form of pride so subtle as

the pride of being humble. To see ourselves as

others see us would bring some startling revela-

tions.



CHAPTER IX.

A I^IBERAIy PREACHER.

In a rebound from the severe, puritanic teach-

ing of his father—a revered preacher of the old

school—Edmund Mills became a liberal. He was

rather a fast j^outh in college, and nothing save

his father's great influence kept him from being

permanently rusticated. It was a surprise to his

college friends when he became a preacher. One

of his old class-mates, not being aware of the flop

he had taken, and meeting him unexpec5ledly on

the platform at a religious gathering, exclaimed,

*

' Is Saul among the prophets? I would as soon

have expecfled to see the devil himself here as to

see the whilom scapegrace, Edmund Mills."

His natural place would be in a broad-gauged

church; but for reasons which seem to him sub-

stantial he prefers to be the pastor of an orthodox

church. He is wont to say, orthodox people

are responsive to every good cause; and if you

can only get them to tolerate you, they will

86
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readily obey the whip ecclesiastic, and pull strong

and steady in the gospel chariot.

The ethics of creed subscription never troubles

him. Once when he had given his assent to an

ancient iron-bound creed, which all the incum-

bents of a certain church have to adopt as their

own before they can be installed as its pastor, he

was asked how he managed to satisfy his con-

science when he said that he really believed in

that obsolete document in an^^ sense whatever.

He answered: " I signed it, but who said that I

believed it? I tell you what it is, this church

with its antiquated creed is like a bottle, very

narrow at the neck, but there is plent}^ of room

when you squeeze in." If any one happens to

possess that troublesome thing, a sensitive con-

science, the squeezing in must necessarily hurt.

There are those, however, whose consciences are

so callous and elastic that they seem to be able

to squeeze through the narrowest opening with

the utmost ease.

Mills has a great deal to say about the neces-

sity of living in the nineteenth century, and he

has the most unfeigned contempt for the old theo-

logical moss-backs who persist in living in the
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dark ages His judgments of men who are not to

his liking are often very ungenerous. An intelli-

gent gentleman, who sat for a time under his

ministr}^, was led to say,
'

' I find that so-called

liberals can be the most illiberal of men ; they

often degenerate into religious critics and censors
;

they indulge in flings at the orthodox, and have

little to say that is positive and construdlive."

The critical spirit not only kills devotion, it

engenders doubt, it loosens the foundation stones

of truth, it casts a shadow upon faith, it weakens

the hold upon spiritual realities. But the soul of

man can not feed upon negations. It refuses to

take a stone when it asks for bread.
'

' I will

listen to any one's convidtions," said Goethe,
'

' but pray keep your doubts to yourself.
'

'

Once in a time Mills preaches the Gospel of

Christ by chance, but his range of subjects is so

wide, he has so much to say about the gospels of

science, of poetry, of literature and of art, that

the Gospel of Christ has to get into line and wait

its turn, often, alas ! to be jostled out of place and

sent to the rear. He transforms his pulpit into a

ledlure platform ; his sermons are built up from

material which is fetched from afar ; they are
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pi(5lorial in style ; they abound in anecdote ; they

are lighted up with flashes of humor. They hold

the people spellbound, but when they are over,

the people ask, What has all this talk been about?

What does it amount to ? They feel that they

have been trying to take hold of a rope of sand.

When the effervescence is over, there is nothing

but a stale remainder.

The church to which the Rev. Edmund Mills

ministers is situated in a fashionable quarter of the

city, and is always crowded. But it is like a rail-

road depot—people are constantly passing through

it, coming and going. Those who are attradled

by his fine literary stj-le, his sallies of wit, and

his rhetorical pj^rotechnics soon get wearied of

these things. Busy men, burdened with secular

affairs all the week, when Sunday comes around

want some one to open up heaven to them. Two
of Mills's adherents were discussing his merits as

a preacher. One said, "He never preaches a

sermon without dropping pearls." " I would be

better satisfied," replied the other, *' if he occa-

sionally dropped a potato. I have lately been

paying visits to a small mission church where

there is a plain, simple preacher who has some-
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thing to say that has nutriment in it, and I have

about concluded to join myself to his ministry.

When I go to church, I do not care about being

entertained, I want to be fed."

Mills keeps solid with the monied men of his

church. He attends their sumptuous dinner par-

ties, goes with them hunting and fishing, and, as

a matter of course, he does not bear down very

heavily upon their frailties. Discarding puritanic

doctrines he also discards puritanic customs. As

an emancipated man he claims the right to a good

cigar or a glass ofwine, forgetting, it is to be feared,

the difference between personal liberty and Chris-

tian expediency as rules of social a(5lion. Some of

the unpuritanic members of his worldly congrega-

tion are loud in praise of his broad-mindedness.

"We admire him," they say, ** he is such a

large-souled man. He does not keep walloping

us on account of our sins ; he is charitable enough

to think well even of the devil." And yet one

of this very class, in a moment of confidence,

was heard to say : "I like dominie Mills ; I

enjoy being with him, and listening to his fas-

cinating stories. I also enjoy hearing him

preach, but he is not exadlly the sort of person I
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would like to have near me if I was in deep

trouble, or if I was upon my death-bed.
'

'

The Rev. Edmund Mills is much in request for

the funerals of the unchurched. He can alwaj's

be depended upon to give the *

' deceased '

' a

good send-off. Any man, however black his

character, is sure to be liberally whitewashed
;

and he has to be a very hard case indeed if he is

not sent sweeping through the gates. Being a

prominent member of a number of clubs and

secret societies, he has more than his share of

large and spectacular funerals. But his funeral

panegyrics, while perhaps adding to his popularity

with an outside class, unquestionably detracft from

his influence as a spiritual leader.

One element in his preaching which redeems it

from spiritual barrenness is the prominence given

to the dodlrine of the divine fatherhood. Along

this line he has many helpful and comforting

things to say; but his message is marred by a

complete ignoring of the redloral or judicial re-

lations which God sustains to the children of

men. The criticism was once made, "Mills

makes God appear not so much a loving father,

as a doting grandfather." The criticism was
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well taken. Justice and mercy, strength and

tenderness are not united in his preaching so as

to present a full-rounded conception of God.

One would imagine that where the dodlrine of

divine fatherhood, upon which the do(5lrine of

human brotherhood is based, is taught, a spirit of

brotherism and mutualism would be begotten,

which would help to bridge over the gulf between

the classes. And so would it be if that funda-

mental truth were not treated more as a poetic

fancy than as a realit3^ A sentimental charity is

stirred up, and spasmodic efforts are made to sup-

ply the wants of the poor; but very little is done

in the way of coming into personal touch with

them and giving them the sympathy and cheer

which they need quite as much as they need old

clothes and provisions. Those vrho do not feel

the influence of the great evangelical motives,

which form the core of Christianity, can do very

little to meet the inner wants of man. They have

nothing to draw with and the well is deep.

The dead fly which spoils this liberal preacher's

pot of ointment is his evident determination to

make religion a way of pleasantness to himself

and to others. He cushions the hard duties of life;
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he pads the cross. If he happens to evoke a spirit

of self-denial he discreetly advises the penitent to

imitate the pilgrim who having the penance im-

posed upon him of walking a mile with peas in

his shoes took the precaution, before setting out,

to boil the peas. He does not believe in being

over religious, or in taking life too seriously.

He believes in making the best of this world, and

allowing the other world to take care of itself.

But v/hatever his defedls as a man, as a preacher

he draws; and with many churches that condones

all offences. Church committees when inquiring

into the merits of possible candidates for a vacant

pulpit, often narrow their investigation down to

one point, "Will he draw?" Would it not be

well to ask also, "Is he religious ? " A church

that had been favored with a succession of draw-

ing ministers made request of the bishop, " Send

us next time a religious man, and if you cannot

do that, send us at least one who is religiously

inclined."

The trouble with the Rev. Edmund Mills is

that instead of looking upon the church as some-

thing into which he is to put his life, he looks

upon it as something out of which he is to get a
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living. The church is a cluster which he carefully

squeezes to fill the cup of his pleasure. The

result of this is the development of a professional

feeling. The truth which he preaches to others

he is not always mindful to apply to himself. He

would do well to lay to heart the exhortation ad

clerum,
'

' Take heed unto thj-self and to thy doc-

trine.
'

' There is a phase of his character which

is covered by the following stor>^: A Spanish

curate preached with great eloquence against the

sin of gluttony; and his housekeeper was so

deeply impressed with his discourse that she

slipped out of church, and threw the sumptuous

meal which she had prepared to the pigs, and

spread the table with the simplest fare. The

priest complained of the meagre repast set before

him; when the housekeeper recalled his morning's

discourse.
'

' Juanita,
'

' said the good priest, ' * you

have gone to the plaza on a Sunday afternoon to

see the dance, haven't 3'ou ? " " Certainly, your

reverence. " " Did you ever see the fiddler dance? '

'

'

' Never, your reverence. " " Well, Juanita, I am

the fiddler."



CHAPTER X.

A DOCTRINAI, PREACHER.

Thomas Knox was a native of Scotland. His

family emigrated to America when he was a small

boy, so he received his education in this country.

His Alma Mater was Princeton. Along with his

mother's milk he drank in the teaching of the

Shorter Catechism. His father, a stern old coven-

anter, did not believe in any of the modern innova-

tions in public worship. An organ he designated

by the epithet " a kist of whistles," and he looked

upon it as the devil's own. Man-made hj^mns he

could not abide. In theology he was a Calvinist

of the first water. Indeed, in the thorough-going

way in which he carried the dodlrine of particular

elecflion to its logical conclusion he out-calvined

Calvin. Like Scotch people in general who come

to this country, he doggedly refused to be influ-

enced in religious matters by modern ideas. He
wanted to be true to the traditions of his fathers;

seemingly not being aware that the friends he had

95
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left behind him in the old country had caught the

modern spirit, and had moved on to broader

ground.

The son inherited the father's traditions, pre-

judices, and convicflions. To all appearance he

passed through college and seminary without

modifying a single opinion. At a time when

most people are in a formative condition he was

reeled up and finished. The copestone was al-

ready laid upon his theological edifice. The

sublime assurance with which he settled every

knotty question in his graduation thesis was re-

freshing. And is it not this very quality of cer-

tainty which constitutes the main reason why

striplings are in such demand in the pulpit?

People like to listen to speakers who are cock-sure

of what they declare. The innocent dogmatism

of 5^outh is relished by the wisest of men.

Preachers often take all of the force out of their

message by the very desire to be fair. They

qualify and modify until the strength of their

statement is whittled away, and the people begin

to question whether they have any positive con-

vicflions left. When a difficult question was intro-

duced at a meeting of ministers one brother said
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** I do not understand it." Some one to whom

this circumstance was reported ventured the guess

that the person who made that remark was a man

of age and experience. '

' Why do you think so ?"

he was asked. *

' Because it takes many years of

study to know that we do not know. '

' The young

theologue Knox would not have been guiltj^ of

any such admission. Kven upon such an abstruse

subje(5l as the divine decrees he was perfe<5lly at

home. There was no lock on the door of any

secret chamber in the temple of knowledge that

he had not succeeded in picking. His professors

were proud of him. They pointed to him as a

model young man, safe and sound, and they in-

dulged the belief that in due time he was destined

to find his way into that limbo of dead thought

—

the Chair of Systematic Theology. His fellow-

students had an altogether different opinion of

him. They called him a thinking-machine; a

logic-chopper. Of one essential qualification for

the interpretation of spiritual truth he was utterly

destitute, namely, imagination. He was never

known to quote a single line of poetry. Had a

poem been read to him he would in all likelihood

have asked: What does it prove? He had no
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appreciation of art or of the beauties of nature.

Like Peter Bell,

" A primrose by the river's brink,

A yellow primrose was to him,

—

And it was nothing more."

When Knox settled near me among a well-to-do

farming community composed largely of Scotch

immigrants, he was introduced to his parish with

a great deal of eclat ^ as a young theologian of re-

markable promise. His orthodoxy was what the

virtue of Caesar's wife was declared to be, above

suspicion. At the time of his ordination one of his

old seminar}^ friends, who was present and heard

his statement of dodlrine, said to me: " Knox is

an enigma; I cannot fathom him. I know he was

shaken to the very foundation by the discussions

which took place in the Seminary, but not a sign

or token has he ever given that a single opinion was

changed or modified. I believe that the man is a

murderer; he has put to death his higher nature,

his better self. For a bit of bread, for the hope

of party leadership he has secretly stabbed his

conscience to death. In a remote corner of his

soul there is a graveyard which he dreads to visit,

but whose existence he cannot altogether forget.
'

'
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My interest in him was aroused and I deter-

mined to know him more intimately. I found it

difficult however to get near him. He lived a

dry kind of life, out of contadl with the world of

thought around him. He was courteous, courtly

even, in his bearing; but there was something in

his manner which said, *'Thus far, and no fur-

ther.
'

' He was not the sort of man with whom

his friends could take great liberties. Yet he was,

as I found out afterwards, a very lonely and un-

happy man. He wore an abstracfled look, that

did not always come from profound thought. He

was called self-possessed, but his possession did

not give him much happiness. He was '

' lord of

himself, that heritage of woe."

His theology made him stern and unpitying.

Once when he was discoursing on the character

of God, a brother minister who happened to be

present, said to him, *' Knox, your God is my

devil." By his people he was more feared than

loved. He was as clear as an iceberg, and as

cold. Some one called his church the Church of

the Holy Refrigerator, and the name stuck. His

condemnation of sin was unsparing and iinpity-

ing; his commendation of right-doing was grudg-
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ingly given. The one thing that gave him power

over his people, and bound him to them, was his

unquestioned sincerity. He had in him the stuff

of which martyrs are made; and although he was

somewhat choleric, and might not be able to keep

his temper if he missed a button off his shirt on a

Sunday morning, yet everybody believed that he

could die unflinchingly at the stake for what he

conceived to be the truth. And they were right.

In his denomination he was looked upon as a

defender of the faith. When denouncing error of

do6lrine the volcanic flres within him belched

forth in an alarming manner. His scent for

heresy was keen. His instin(5ls were those of a

theological bloodhound. Never did he seem

more in his element than when he had got on the

trail of some heretic, and was running him down.

Whoever else might break the scent, he kept

remorselessly on, and was sure to be in at the

death.

The passing years brought wdtli them no soft-

ening, mellowing influence. The prickly bur in

which he had enclosed himself, thickened. It

was rumored that he was unhappy in his family

life. He had no S3'mpath5' with soft-hearted KHs
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who allowed their children to run over them.

His household was ruled with a rod of iron. But

things did not turn out well. One Sabbath morn-

ing one of his bo3'S slipped awa}^ with a com-

panion and went fishing. When he returned

his father took him and held his head under the

pump imtil he was almost insensible. The result

of this barbarous treatment was that the boy ran

away from home, and never did he darken the

door until he was man-grown and married, when

at the entreaty of a sister, he was induced to pay

a clandestine visit to his heartbroken and dying

mother. There were other troubles over which

we draw a veil. But the greatest blow of all was

the death of his patient, gentle wife. She was

withering before his eyes, but he did not see it.

When the blow fell he was inconsolable. He
thought that God had forsaken him. He shut

himself up in his study, spending his days and

nights in agonizing heart-searchings. A crisis

came. His eyes were opened to see how unfatherly

had been his conception of God; and howunfatherly

had been his conducft towards his children. Out

of his very need of divine sympathj^, and pitying

love, new thoughts of God were born. He had
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come to himself, and to the Father at the same

time. The scene at family worship when he re-

joined his family was very affecfting. With

trembling voice he read the parable of the prodi-

gal son; and commenting on it said: " I have

been the elder son; but I trust that I have been

transformed into the younger son. I have re-

turned to the Father; and by his grace I mean to

make this home circle part of the Father's house.
'

'

At the first the children could hardly take in the

significance of these words. Gradually, however,

the change made itself felt. There was a new

atmosphere in the home. Winter had passed

away, and the time of the springing of flowers

and of the singing of birds had come. The

youngest child, a girl of about six years, one day

asked the question, " Is not God better than he

used to be?" "No, my child," was the reply,

'

' but we know him better. " "I am sure that he

is better to us. " " No, but we have a better appre-

ciation of his goodness." A tender, remorseful

letter was sent to the absent son, which touched his

heart and paved the way to a reconciliation. An
erring daughter, who in a thoughtless hour had

broken through the thick hedge of parental re-
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straint, and had gone oflf with a worthless young

man, who had afterwards deserted her in a strange

city, was brought home, and was tenderly shielded

and loved back to virtuous self-respedl. The one

bitter drop which was never altogether taken out

of the cup of domestic joy, was the thought that

the dear, long-suffering mother was not present

to share in the new life. But, altho dead, may

we not believe that she really lived among them;

for how could the good Father deny her the sat-

isfacflion of seeing all the goodly fruitage which

had come from the buried seed of her sacrificial

life and death ?

About the time when my neighbor was passing

through this great change there came to him a

call to the Chair of Systematic Theology in the

leading Seminary of his Church. To occupy that

chair had been the goal of his ambition. In all

his studies and in his pulpit preparation he had

kept that alluring possibility steadily in view.

Now his better, nobler nature, showed itself.

He declined the tempting offer, frankly telling

the seminary authorities that his theological views

had undergone a radical change. The sovereignty

of God had been central in his system of religious
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thouglit ; now lie had begun to reconstru(5l his

theology around the new center of divine father-

hood, and there was no saying where the pres-

ent liberalizing movement of thought would ulti-

mately land him. The do(5lrine of everlasting

punishment, as commonly accepted, was in the

alembic, and just how much of it would be left

when the purifying process was completed was

still an open question. A seminary idol was

shattered; a guiding light was extinguished.

With his people he was equally frank. He

thought there might be a defedlion among them.

But there was not. They felt that God was

teaching their teacher. Henceforth he was a

consoler and healer. What undreamed of depths

of tenderness lay hidden beneath that cold exterior

when once the thick crust formed by the accum-

mulation of generations of ancestral repression

was broken through! His people had found a

new minister; one w^ho was bound to them by new

ties—not by the iron bands of official authority,

but by the silken cords of love. Everywhere in

the parish the presence of that " good gray head

which all men knew " was a benedidlion.

The world has been compared to a mirror which
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frowns at you when you frown at it, and smiles

at you when j^ou smile at it. The changed feel-

ing in the heart of the Rev. Thomas Knox found

a swift response in the hearts of his friends.

Among his ministerial brethren this change of

feeling was specially observable. He had been

the terror of young candidates. Now he became

their most charitable and sympathetic ally and

protedlor. . His meekness became as marked as

his arrogance had once been. '' It is a wonderful

thing," he once said, **whata vast amount of

ignorance a man can accumulate in sixty years."

It was a bitter cause of regret to him that his

spiritual enlargement had come so late in life,

when there was so small a margin of opportunity

left in which to herald the new evangel. But

more than anything he could ever have been able

to say is the testimony of his transfigured life.

For he still lives; and having drank at the foun-

tain of eternal youth he retains his dewy freshness

In such a life there can be no dead line. A man
is never old until he stops growing. Some one

has said that a preacher does not keep young by

dyeing his hair, but by dyeing his brains. He
keeps young principally by dyeing his heart; for
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the heart is always the part that makes us old or

young. Whosoever continues to love belongs to

the immortals, of whom it is said, "They shall

still bring forth fruit in old age, they shall be full

of sap, and green.
'

'



CHAPTER XL

A BOOK WORM.

The Rev. Lj^man Scribner comes from a long

line of scholars. His tastes are essentially literary.

He took to an ink-well as a duck takes to water.

There are some who think that he has been too

exclusive in following Paul's advice to Timothy,
*

' Give heed to reading.
'

' His defence has been

that of Dr. South that, " if God has no need of

men's learning, he can have still less need of their

ignorance.
'

' He has been wont to say, that if

God has occasionally made use of an ignorant

man, he has made use of him in spite of his ignor-

ance, never on account of it. So great has been

his thirst for knowledge that he is reported,

when at college, to have sold his overcoat that

he might purchase a coveted book. Books are

his solace, his medicine, and his food.

He is a modest man, " wearing his wisdom

lightly as a flower." Most of his contributions

to the papers and magazines have been written

107
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under a nom de plume. For a time even his most

intimate friends had no suspicion of the wide in-

fluence which he w^as exerting in the realm of

theological literature. And j-et things occasion-

ally happened which gave a hint of an undiscov-

ered fund of knov>^ledge lying in reserve. When

his opinion Avas asked regarding an abstruse

question the w^ealth of knowledge poured out was

astounding. It is told of Dr. Lyman Beecher,

that when called upon unexpedledly to preach

before a body of ministers, upon a difficult text,

he opened up its thought in such a masterly way,

that no one could believe that the sermon had not

been carefully prepared. When complimented

upon his triumph of extemporaneous speech he

replied, " Thirty 3^ears of hard study lie behind

that sermon." It w^as so with the Rev. Lyman

Scribner; w^hen the spigot w^as turned on it was

found that there was a full barrel to draw from.

He has not been a voluminous writer. His in-

tellecftual progeny are few, but through them he

will live and speak to generations 3'et unborn.

When he published his first book a funny thing

happened. A copy of the book chanced to fall

into the hands of a popular dodlor of divinitj^
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with whom he had at one time been somewhat

intimately associated. This D. D., not having

the faintest appreciation of the real merit of his

rural brother, had treated him in a condescending

way. Never for a moment supposing that he was

the author of the book in question, he addressed

him through his publisher, an enthusiastic letter,

in which he characflerized the book as one of the

most thought-breeding and inspiring w^orks that

he had ever read, and he expressed the hope that

he might be privileged to meet its author in the

future. When the two men met not long after at

a church gathering, Scribner thanked his friend

for his words of commendation. He was com-

pletely taken aback. '' You do not mean to say

that 3'ou are the author of that book! Well, all I

have to say is that I never knew you, and I am

heartily ashamed of the patronizing way in which

I have often spoken to you."

It would be hardly fair to say that Scribner is

like the preacher who v/as said to be invisible six

days of the week, and incomprehensible on the

seventh. Yet it must be admitted that he has

been altogether too much of a recluse. He is

more at home with books than with men. His
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books are lils friends in whose compan}^ lie finds

inspiration and delight. He grudges the time

spent away from their societ5^ He is never hap-

pier than when he is alone in his "den." It

would be all the better for him if he came into

closer touch with the rough and tumble world

where men meet their peers in strength-giving

confiicl. But he has evidently carefully measured

himself, and has consciously limited the sphere of

his activity that he msiy make his life tell most

effedlively for good. x\H the honey he gathers is

for his people, and is given to a wider circle after

the}^ have been fed. " Everj^ particle of power

which I possess,
'

' he sometimes saj^s,
'

' belongs

to the church of which I am a humble ser\^ant."

He has elected his sphere of adlion intelligently,

and conscious of his power he fights the battle for

truth and righteousness with the weapon he can

handle best. What he fails to accomplish b}^ the

tongue he accomplishes b}^ the pen.

He is not a popular preacher, but he is some-

thing better; he is an instrudlive preacher. His

sermons are meat}-. He holds attention by the

sheer power of thought. His preaching is largely

didadtic. A text is not to him what Beecher said
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it is to many preachers, *

' a hole to creep out

at, " it is rather a window to look out at. His

method is not that of imposition but of exposition;

he does not pile up upon the text material for

which he has ransacked creation, he opens up its

hidden meaning, laying bare the thought of God

enshrined in the words of Scripture. He believes

that it is of infinitely greater importance to tell

the people what God thinks than to tell them

what he himself thinks. But while he digs deep

he is never obscure. He does not affe(ft muddiness

and call it depth. The Bible in his hands is not a

puzzle-book, but a message from the Infinite Rea-

son to the finite reason. Under his ministry there

have grown up a generation of well-instru(5led

Christians whose faces do not blanch with fear at

the mention of evolution or of higher criticism.

They have been encouraged to examine the foun-

dation of their faith and to test every statement

with the sharp edge of criticism. Their faith is

home-brewed. They are able to give a reason for

the hope that is in them. A touch of intellecflual

sympathy from this wise pastor has saved many a

young thinker from doubt and despair. He has

made them feel that he understood their difficul-
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ties. He has encouraged them to continue their

investigations b}^ assuring them that the normal

course of a thinking mind is from doubt to faith.

And knowing that nothing is ever gained by con-

cealment he has not hesitated to tell them when

accepted and traditional views upon any subjedl

have been found wanting at the bar of modern

scholarship. Believing that the truth will bear

investigation he has taken his stand upon the

ground that, "he that will not examine is a

bigot, he that cannot is a fool, he that dare not

is a slave."

A man may be '

' deeply versed in books and

shallow in himself '

' He may be a walking ency-

clopedia, and 3^et be unable to turn his stores of

knowledge to practical account. He may sink

his mind b}' overloading it. It is in no sarcastic

sense that a man is sometimes called a dungeon of

learning. A lighthouse of learning would be

more complimentary. With the Rev. Lyman

Scribner learning is a means to an end. It is

used as an instrument. The garnered wisdom of

the past is applied to the questions of the present

hour. Hospitality is shown to new truth. The

latest light upon anj^ question is welcomed. There
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is no disposition, however, to turn the pulpit into

a laboratory; the results of the newer learning

are given, but the people are spared the processes

by which the results are reached. The general

effec5t of the wide survey of truth which he gives

to his people is to eliminate the provincial from

their thinking, and lea'd them to distinguish be-

tween the transient and the permanent in Chris-

tian doctrine. Fa6l is always carefully distin-

guished from theory; the fadl of inspiration is

accepted, even if no theory can be found which

is altogether adequate to explain it; the fact of

the atonement is accepted even if all the views of

it that have been advanced are found to be unsat-

isfa(5lory. Every theory is looked upon as having

in it a filament of truth, as giving a glimpse of

the truth from a new angle of vision. All theories

when combined are considered as presenting the

best that man can do in his vain attempt to ex-

press the divine and the infinite.

The weak thing in Scribner as a preacher is his

lack of proje(5lile force. Much study has thinned

out his voice. He is a small man with a top-

heavy head; and when he stands up before an

audience, tiptoeing like a magnified sand-piper,
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he is not an edifying specflacle. He has too big

a ball for the amount of gunpowder, and as a

consequence a statement of truth which ought to

produce a profound impression falls upon the peo-

ple as commonplace. Boanerges once said, "I

wish, Scribner, I had your power of thought, I

would make it tell." Scribner' s thought w^ould

burst Boanerges' gun. Gifts differ. Scribner

could not be Boanerges and Boanerges could not

be Scribner.

Scribner' s friends feel that he has suffered on

account of his extreme self-diffidence. He rates

himself too low. In his morbid dread of '

' traffic-

ing in the false commerce of a truth unfelt," he

does not let himself out. A little more self-aban-

donment as a public speaker would multiply his

power. Once when I enticed him from his books

to play at lawm tennis, in the progress of the

game I ventured to say to him, '
' Why do you

keep watching 3^our racket instead of watching

the ball? Look at the ball; hold your racket

firmly in your hand, and then think no more

about it, but dire(5l all your attention to the ball.

And will you allow me to suggest that you apply

the same line of adion to your preaching ? " He
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replied, "I know that I am a bungling tennis

player, and a no less bungling preacher; I know,

too, that you have put your finger on the weak

spot alike in my playing and in my preaching.

It is small comfort to confess that I am stupidly

self-conscious; that I think more about my ball

or my message, than the sending of them home.

O, that I could lose sight of myself altogether."

I had given unneccessary pain. Scribner is

himself. He knows his weakness and he tries to

overcome it. Although not an orator he is really

an effective speaker, especially when addressing

an audience with which he feels at home. He

respedls his own individualit}^, as he has a right

to do ; and he at least is saved from the folly of

attempting to be what he was never intended

to be.

With regard to one thing there is no ground

for complaint. He never preaches in a slip-shod

way. He does not feed his people with theologi-

cal scraps, but with the finest of the wheat. One

of his familiar friends once said to him, ''The

trouble with you, Scribner, is that you do not put

enough flour in your plum-pudding. It is so

rich that it will hardly hold together. The ser-
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mon that I heard you preach the other day

reminded me of the remark which an old farmer

down in Texas made to me when I was admiring

a piece of land, the soil of which was a rich, waxy

loam. ' The trouble with that soil ' he said, ' is

that it is so confoundedly rich that it won't raise

anything. What it needs is to have a quantity of

sand mixed in with it. '
" "If that is all that is

lacking in m}^ preaching," said Scribner with a

smile,
'

' then I think there will be no difficulty

in fmding abundance of material to cart in from

the theological sand dunes around me to make

my little garden plot more produdlive."



CHAPTER XII.

A FIGHTING PARSON.

My Seminary room-mate Samson Savage be-

longs to the church militant, as his large allow-

ance of nose, of the eagle-beak variety ; and his

dark flashing eyes that
'

' threaten like a loaded

and levelled gun," clearly testif5^ He scents the

battle from afar, and when the battle is on he is

pretty sure to be on hand. The Lord is to him
*

' a man of war, '

' the Christian life is a warfare

against the powers of darkness—for all of which

there is good Scriptural support. The mistake

he makes is that of regarding the Christian life as

nothing but a warfare, the Church as nothing

but a bustling camp and the world as noth-

ing but a vast battle field. In his ears the

bugle call is forever sounding, summoning the

hosts of the Lord to arms.

The Rev. Samson Savage is always engaged in

some sort of a crusade. When he came to the quiet

town of Stanford, he at once inaugurated a cru-
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sade against the saloons. His main point of attack

was a beer garden situated in the outskirts of the

town, where on Sunday afternoons and evenings

the German population gathered together, and

passed the time in a dull but orderly way, chat-

tering harmlessly, sipping beer, and listening to

the unmelodious strains of a local brass band.

This attack was looked upon as an invasion of

personal liberty, and as the result of it a race war

was instituted; and the two parties, the Ameri-

cans and the Germans, who had been gradually

drawing closer together, were separated into two

hostile camps. When he carried a manifesto,

which he had drawn up, to the office of the Ger-

man newspaper for publication, the irascible editor

pitched him into the street, and thereby became

the hero of the hour among his own partj^ receiv-

ing cases of wine and similar gifts in token of

appreciation of his good work. But the Rev.

Samson Savage is not the man to be put down

easily. He kept up the war against the saloons

with vigor, bombarding them with campaign lit-

erature, fulminating against them in public in the

presence of his followers, but failing utterly to

e£fe6l the slightest reform. He had, however, one
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bit of solid satisfaction— lie had delivered his

soul.

His next crusade was against the Roman Cath-

olics, whom he denounced as guilty of all the sins

in the calendar. He arraigned them as traitors

to the government, because they put obedience to

ecclesiastical law before obedience to civil law;

failing to see that from their standpoint submis-

sion to the authority of the Church is one and the

same thing as submission to the authority of God.

In his bill of indidlment were other grave charges

too numerous to mention; a few of which had a

shadow of truth to support them, the rest being

utterly groundless. By reckless over-statement,

by an uncharitable imputation of motives, and by

the manifestation of a spirit of blinded bigotry his

protest against things which are palpably wrong,

was rendered nugator5^ His life was said to have

been threatened, and he expected to see his church

building go up in flames; but none of the dire

calamities which were predicated took place. The

only visible effedl of this unholy war was the

intensifying of a feeling of sectarian bitterness,

which had happily before this time shown signs

of dying out.
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Our ecclesiastical pugilist next turned his at-

tention to secret societies. He is an anti-Mason.

Free Masonry is to him the sum of all the vil-

lanies. He knows all the horrible secrets of the

lodge and exposed them without mercy. It was

nothing to him that reputable Christian men, who

belonged to the secret orders which he so stoutly

denounced, denied his charges, and maintained

that they found nothing in these orders inconsist-

ent with the principles or pracflice of Christianity.

He knew better. Did his sweeping denunciations

weaken the power of the lodge ? Not in the least.

They united its friends, and called to it the atten-

tion of others. They also led several young men

whose curiosity had been awakened to join it

that they might investigate matters for them-

selves, and find out if the blood-curdling stories

which he told were really true.

Card-playing and dancing w^ere the foes to re-

ligion against which the next offensive movement

was made. An epidemic of these amusements

had broken out like the measles, and it would in

all probability have soon passed awaj^ but for the

opposition which it encountered. A rancorous

controversy arose; the narrower class of church
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people holding with their minister that these

amusements were unscriptural, the more liberal

class of church people maintaining that they were

questions of conscience with the individual, and

that every man ought to be left free to decide in

reference to them according to his convidlions.

Whichever party was in the right the movement

itself was unwise. The expulsive power of the

bludgeon is never as eflfecftive as the expulsive

power of a new affecftion. Wrong things can be

removed by displacement better than by dislodge-

ment. When one of Benjamin Franklin's neigh-

bors complained that somebody was stealing his

cider, "You can easily remedy that," was his

repl3^ ' * How ? " " Put a barrel of wine along-

side your barrel of cider and your cider will be

safe.
'

' Let the Christian teacher place before his

people the wine of the kingdom, and the pleasures

of this world will become insipid to their taste.

Sometimes this doughty v/arrior turns his guns

against errorists in the Church. The question of

the mode of baptism is with him literally a burn-

ing question. The way in which he dogmatizes

upon a question which has divided the Church for

ages, is sublime. The thing that God has pur-
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posely left vague that his people might be deliv-

ered from literalism it is his special mission to

make clear. Where others modestly saj^, "We
think," he confidently sa5's, ''I know." Opin-

ion has to him all the value of truth; if that opin-

ion happens to be his own. Perhaps it was a

harsh judgment to make, but one who knows him

w^ell declared that he believed he would condone

the act of horse-stealing sooner than he would

condone the state of invincible ignorance which

keeps any one from accepting baptivSm in the only

true and scriptural form; which means, of course,

the form which he understands to be the only true

and scriptural one. In this whole baptism con-

troversy there has been too much fighting done

over the shell, w^hile the kernel has been negledled.

The spiritual side of the question has been over-

looked; and an ordinance of religion which ought

to have been a bond of union has been made a

bone of contention.

The controversial preacher will always have a

place as long as there are errors to expose and

evils to denounce. But more and more he must

make his contention in the spirit of sweet reason-

ableness. Nothing is gained by speaking the
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truth with the tongue of a viper. The door of

the soul is slammed in the face of truth when hos-

tility is awakened. More is accomplished by-

encouraging what is right than by denouncing

what is wrong. *'The worst way to improve

the world is to condemn it." And more is

accomplished by preaching positive truth than

exposing error. The best way to destroy an

error is to plant a truth alongside of it, that it

may overshadow it and crowd it out. The Mas-

ter did not strive. " He endured the contradic-

tions of sinners against himself." He silenced

cavillers not bj^ opposing them, but b}^ sending a

flash of light through their sophistries. He
trusted to the power of truth to displace error.

In every controversialist there is apt to be a

spice of egotism. His attitude is not unfrequently

that of the Irish soldier who was a great trouble

to his superior officers on the march, and whose

constant defence of himself was that he was the

only man in the regiment in step. He never

thinks it possible that he may be the one who is

in the wrong. It is the old story of Athanasius

against the world. Seldom does the controversi-

alist give due weight to the force of environment
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and early education in the formation of opinion.

He is like the Quaker, who, when friend Jones said

to him, '' If you and I had been born in Turkey,

we would have been Mohammedans. " " Thee

would," was the stern reply, " I never,"

If the Rev. Samson Savage had not been a

preacher I have sometimes thought that he might

have been a pugilist. He is a born fighter. He

delights to strut out in feathers and war paint.

He carries a chip on his shoulder. He goes

about swinging a shillalah ready to strike at a head

whenever he sees it. He imagines himself to be

valiant for truth, when he is only valiant for his

own opinion. He mistakes an aggressive church-

ianity for an aggressive Christianity. He fights

for things of the smallest moment, bringing down

his battle-ax upon a fly with a blow which ought

to be reserved for larger game. He has no sense

Vv^hatever of the relative value of the truths of

Scripture. Oftentimes the fight in which he

engages is not worth the candle. Many of his

victories are more disastrous than defeats.

The controversies of the Church have sprung

from the foolish attempt to get all men to think

alike upon the same subjedl. Theologians have
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too often repeated the folly of Emperor Charles V.

of France, who tried to construcft clocks to keep

uniform movement, and strike at the same time.

They have been filled with jealousy towards those

who following not with them, have presumed to

cast out demons in Christ's name. This narrow,

sectarian spirit is rebuked by Christ. He refuses

to call down fire from heaven upon any irregular

who is trying to do good in his name. The mani-

festation by a certain preacher of the gospel of

love and good-will, of this spirit of intolerance

which the Master condemns, once led an oppo-

nent to remark, " If you are an anointed minis-

ter of the Word you have certainly been anointed

with vinegar."

The Rev. Samson Savage was born too late. A
new spirit of toleration is growing up with which

he has no sj^mpathy. Preachers are coming to

look upon themselves not as rivals, but as those

who are working together with God for a common

end. Instead of standing face to face fighting

each other, they are standing shoulder to shoulder

fighting the common foe. And this is as it ought

to be. The story is told of a half-witted lad who

one Sunday morning just before service, climbed
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into the pulpit of a certain church. When the

preacher arrived he was surprised to find his place

occupied. '* Come down, sir," he shouted to the

intruder. " No, 3-0U come up, it will take both of

us to fight the devil," was the repl5^ Those who

unite forces in fighting the devil, w^ill be kept so

busy that they will have time for nothing else.



CHAPTER XIII.

A FAITH HKAIyER.

The Rev. Hugh McFadden is a minister with

a history. Before he pitched his moving tent in

our city he had traversed more than one conti-

nent. His life has been strange and chequered,

abounding in dramatic situations, and in marvel-

ous deliverances from the power of the enemy.

And 3^et through all its vicissitudes it has followed

the law of development, first the blade, then the

ear, and now the full corn in the ear. Dr. ]\Ic-

Fadden, as he is pleased to be called, has at length

reached the pinnacle of his power. He has a

large following. He possesses in a remarkable

degree the genius of personal leadership. If he

repels some people he attradls others; and those

who become his friends and followers grapple to

him with hooks of steel. His self-assertiveness,

which is offensive to many, really forms a large

part of his capital. The warning of the Savior

against Christians putting their light under a

127
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bushel has no application to him. Not content

with placing it on a stand that it may give light

unto all that are in the house, he places it upon a

tower that it may throw its light afar into the

darkness of the world.

The way in which he was led into his special

mission as an apostle of the w^ork of divine heal-

ing is as follows. When engaged in city mis-

sionary work, his heart was pained at the sight of

the vast amount of sickness and suffering which

daily confronted him, and he asked himself, How
can this condition of things possibly be in accord-

ance with the will of the Heavenly Father? With

a mind predisposed to reje(5l the idea that physical

evils are included in the design of the loving Fa-

ther, he sat down to study anew the teaching of

the Bible upon the subjecfl; and as a matter of

course he found in the Bible what he looked for.

The creed which he evolved as the result of his

study is a very simple one; and it has the merit

of being self-consistent; it being like a chain, in

which one link hangs upon another. Or rather

it is like two chains, for it is dualistic in form.

The links in one of the creedal chains are, Satan,

sin, disease, death, and hell; the links in the
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other are, Christ, holiness, health, life and heaven.

All sin and sickness are of the devil. They are

not only unnatural, they are " diabolical." The

statement that Jesus
'

' went about doing good,

and healing all that were oppressed of the devil,"

is taken to impl}^ that all who received healing

were oppressed of the devil. An unwarrantable

assumption ! And the declaration ofJesus that the

purpose of his manifestation was the destrucftion

of the works of the devil, is stretched to include

sickness and suflfering in the devil's works. An

equally unwarrantable assumption! An undue

use is also made of the fadt that Jesus when on

earth was the healer of the body as well as the

Savior of the soul; and with a theory in mind,

wider than the circumstances will allow, the

question is asked. Is he not the same to-day that

he was nineteen centuries ago ?

Dr. McFadden was once asked what he would

make of a case like this:—A man traveling across

the country comes to a distridl where the air is

laden with the germs of malaria; he inbreathes

these disease-breeding germs and is prostrated

with fever. In this case surely demoniac agency

is ruled out; for the disease is diredlly traceable to
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a natural cause. The instant retort was that the

microbes of malaria were placed there by ' * the

Prince of the power of the air,
'

' A bright re-

joinder; but one founded upon a fantastic and

absurd interpretation of the words of Scripture,

which refer not to the power of the Kvil One over

the atmosphere, but to the working of the Prince

of the hosts of the air in the hearts of the children

of disobedience. (See Eph. 11. 2.)

In spite of this crude dualism, which has in it

a remnant of long exploded heresies, Dr. McFad-

den succeeds in commending himself to a large

class of Christian people, chiefly because of his

affeclation of deep humility. He is continually

saying, "Look not to me; I can do nothing, all

power to heal is from God." To do him justice,

he does not profess to be a divine healer; he

claims no power in himself to heal; he professes

to be nothing more than a Christian minister

teaching the truths taught in the Bible regarding

the healing of disease by the power of God. His

mission is declared to be that of pointing out the

conditions to be supplied in order that the healing

may be obtained. To the afflicfled who flock

around him he says, "You can get help and
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healing just as well at j^our own homes as you

can here, if j^ou will only put j^ourselves into per-

sonal contacfl with the source of life; all I can do

is to pray for you, give 3^ou counsel, and inspire

you with faith." And then he adds, "Bu.t per-

haps the Lord who has already used me in a

wonderful manner in making me the channel for

convejdng to others the blessing of health, may

make me a blessing to 3^ou." And upon that

'

' perhaps '

' their hopes are hung. Could any

plea for confidence be more skillfully presented ?

A powerful aid to faith in his ability to tap the

reservoir of divine power is furnished in the col-

lection of
'

' crutches, braces, extension boots, and

other instruments of surgical torture," which are

artistically arrayed on the walls of
'

' the Taber-

nacle.
'

'

The modus operandi followed is this:—The

people assemble in the Tabernacle, where they are

addressed by Dr. McFadden, who, after reading

the record of some of the miracles of healing from

the Gospels, dwells upon the point that Christ is

now present to heal. Such hymns as " The kind

physician now is near, the sympathizing Jesus
'

'

are sung with fervor. Prayer is offered for the
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immediate forthputting of divine power. Testi-

mony is given by those who have been healed;

and when the meeting is at white heat those who

desire to be healed, and are willing to fulfill the

conditions of repentance and consecration are in-

vited to go into " the prayer room, " where after

frantic eflforts have been made to draw down the

blessing, the doctor la5's his hands upon them in

the name of the lyord. Instantly the ejaculation

is heard, " Praise the Lord I am healed !
" The

effecft is elecftrical. The wildest excitement pre-

vails, and a scene follows which baffles descrip-

tion.

Let me describe a case which came under my
own observation. I saw a 3'oung woman carried

on a litter into the Tabernacle, and followed

to watch the result. It needed only a single look

to see that the young woman w^as in the last

stage of consumption. The bearers laid the lit-

ter upon the platform, and ' * the doctor,
'

' who was

speaking at the time, apparently took no notice of

the incident. He kept on speaking of the won-

derful work of healing which God had been doing

in their midst, recounting instance upon instance

where people had been cured of the most desper-
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ate diseases after the phj^sicians had given them

up. The meeting then went on in the usual

way; the sufferer on the litter drinking in every

word of hope that was uttered. I noticed by the

kindling light in her eyes that she was gradually

being worked up to the highest pitch of expecft-

ancy; and just as things reached a focal point,

' * the doctor,
'

' who had been watching her all the

time with the tail of his eye, suddenl}^ stopped,

and fastening upon her a searching look v.'hich

lasted for a full minute, during which time I

could see her quiver with excitement, he said to

her in a loud and imperative voice, ' * In the name

of Jesus Christ of Nazareth I say unto you, rise

and walk !
" He took her by the hand and

lifted her up as if she was a galvanized corpse.

None of her joints appeared to move. When she

stood up she began to stagger; but after a little,

as the result of much encouragement she walked

across the platform in an unstead}^ way, her im-

perfect power of locomotion being attributable, it

was said, to the weakness of her faith. Her

father, who was present, testified that she had not

been able to w^alk a step for several weeks. The

following morning I saw her walking to the
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depot, taking hold of her father's arm, a crowd of

people escorting her. A wonderful case certain-

ly ! Some months after when browsing in a book

store I came upon a volume which gave an ac-

count of modern miracles of healing, and promi-

nent among them was this case, which vras

described as an instance in w^hich a woman dying

of consumption had been furnished wdth a pair of

new lungs. There was one important fadl, how-

ever, left out of the record, namely, that about

six weeks after the poor girl returned home, her

exhilaration suddenly subsided, and she passed

away to that land whose inhabitants never say,

'

' I am sick.
'

'

Two of my parishioners sought the help of this

Faith Healer, with very different results. The

first was a boy who had been sorely affli(5led with

some form of hip disease. There were intervals

when the disease was checked, and he could use

his limb ; at other times he had to walk on

crutches ; and sometimes he could not walk at

all. Our local physician always maintained that

the disease was self-terminating, and that it

would in all probability be outgrown. When
the bo)^ was taken to the Tabernacle he was
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unable to walk -without assistance ; but imme-

diately upon having " the dodlor's " hands laid

upon him he received strength ; and on his re-

turn journey walked to the depot alone, leaving

his crutches behind him to adorn the walls of the

Tabernacle, After the lapse of three years his

disease has not returned.

The other case was that of an elderly Scotch

lady who was afflicted with cancer. Her faith in

this method of cure was unbounded. Along with

her husband she went to one of the Faith Homes,

where she remained for six weeks at great ex-

pense. The insidious disease refused to be exor-

cised. Instead of showing signs of abatement it

steadil}^ increased. It was evident that her

strength was failing, and she had to be hurried

away in time to die at home. As her husband

carried her in his arms from the carriage into her

home her pathetic remark was, ''John, we have

been following a Will o' the Wisp." And so it

happens that in one of my church families, Dr.

McFadden is regarded as one of the Lord's

chosen vessels, v/hile in another he is looked up-

on as an unmitigated fraud. Which verdidl is

the correal one ?
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It can hardly be denied tliat there is a certain

class of people, principally those of a nervous

temperament, who receive physical benefit at his

hands. They are the sort of people who are

most susceptible to hypnotic influence. It is

true that our Faith Healer inveighs against hyp-

notism, christian science and the like
;

yet he

has exactly the same results to show that are

produced under these sj^stems. There must

therefore be some principle common alike to

these systems and to his, to account for the simil-

arity of results. That principle is undoubtedly

found in the power of the mind over the body.

Many people remain sick for j-ears when all

that is required to give them an impulse towards

health is to awaken hope, and arouse their

will to take a fresh grip upon life. Man is a

unit. Many of his physical maladies have a

mental root, and many of his mental maladies

have a physical root. He often sends for the

physician when he should send for the minister,

and for the minister when he should send for the

physician. If, to the awakening of hope, and the

arousing of the will, j^ou add the excitement of

the religious nature and the opening of the soul
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to the inflowing of the divine, you have secured

the highest possible therapeautic condition.

Dr. McFadden is a virile man. He is brimful

of vital energy ; surcharged with mesmeric

power. There is healing in his very touch.

His presence in a sick room brings with it a

breeze of health-giving influence ; and although

he utterly discards the possession of mesmeric or

hypnotic gifts, and stoutly maintains that all his

healing power is from the Lord, all the same this

power is in him, and is in ac5live and constant

operation,

A distin(5lion must be made between Dr. Mc-

Fadden 's theories and the pracflical benefit

which his treatment confers. Those who rejedt

the one may believe to some extent in the other.

When he lays at the devil's door things which

are generally attributed to God, he presents to

the unthinking a short and easy way of relieving

the mind of a pressing difficulty. But he does

this at the expense of dividing the sovereignty of

the world between God and a powerful rival.

There is a more excellent way ; and that is to

distinguish between what God permits and what

he does. There is a great deal of preventable
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suffering and sickness in the world ; a great deal

that God does not send upon people. A friend

of mine died from fever contra(5led by the escape

of sewer gas from a leakage in a defe(5live pipe.

The preacher who condudled the funeral services

spoke of the strange providential dispensation

that had taken away the bread-winner of a large

family, in the prime of his life. Some one at

my elbow whispered in my ear, '* I wish the par-

son would pay his respecSls to the wicked plumber

who slighted his work, and leave God alone."

Dr. McFadden might find the real cause of much

avoidable disease without going as far a-field as he

does. It is difficult to understand how a man of

his intelligence can be so completely blind to the

ministry of pain ; or to what Dr. Bushnell calls

" the moral use of dark things." Pain and dis-

ease have evidently their place in the scheme of

human life ; they have been in it from the first

and none are exempt from them. We are made

"perfect through suffering." An old writer

says, "God had one son without sin, but none

without suffering." Physical evil is not absol-

ute evil, out of it good may come ; in which

case it is not taken away until its work is done.
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The Rev. Hugh McFadden's success is a pro-

blem which invites study. One secret of it lies in

the mystery with which he surrounds himself. He

says truly that he is the most inaccessible man in

the city. He keeps out of the way of the af-

flicted, except on public occasions. Those who

reside in his
'

' Homes '

' often spend weeks in the

vain attempt to obtain a private interview with

him. When they do succeed in waylaying hhn,

it is a great event. He also refuses to visit the

sick; they must come to him, or be brought to

him. Evidently he is careful not to make him-

self too cheap.

Another element in his success is the abjura-

tion of any mercenary motive. He asks no fee

or reward. His services are rendered to all ap-

plicants without distindlion or exception, and

without money and without price. He is not

unwilling however to accept a gratuity, and he

takes care that the free will offerings of grateful

beneficiaries are duly announced. He professes

to be able to help those who are at a distance,

and frequent healings are said to occur in answer

to prayer offered by appointment in response to

written requests. From these persons, scattered
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all over the world, there comes a constant stream

of revenue into his treasury. He is getting to be

a wealthy man, and it is but too evident that the

touch of gold has not been vv^ithout its corrupting

influence. In the beginning of his career as a

healer his spirit was simple and sincere, but the

constant trading upon human infirmities has had

a deteriorating influence. *' Skin for skin, (or

more literally
'

' Skin upon skin "
) all that a man

has will he give for his life," (Job 2. 4). If a

half civilized nomad, whose wealth consists

mainly in skins, he will give the last skin in his

pile, if a civilized man w^hose wealth consists in

money he will give the last cent in his purse.

How ready are those who are bereft of hope to

clutch at any promise that may be held out to

them ! In a world full of sickness and suffering

there will always be abundance of grist for mills

such as that run by Dr. McFadden ; but the man

who acts as purveyor-in-general to the Almight}^,

of healing power, ought to be able to show clear

credentials. The responsibility which he assumes

may well make him tremble.



CHAPTER XIV.

AN INSTITUTIONAly PREACHER.

By an institutional preacher is meant a preach-

er who is at the head of an institutional church.

The institutional church is always connected in

ni3^ mind with the Rev. Lloyd Tompkins, Ph.D.,

who burst upon our ministerial sky like an

unexpected comet. He to the city came to take

charge of a moribund church, which was situated

in the borderland between an uptown and a

downtown district. Its membership was drawn

almost exclusively from the uptown territory.

The only agenc}'' by which it attempted to reach

the black belt on the other side was a mission

Sunday-school. By the gradual westward move-

ment of population the church was steadily de-

clining in strength, and had to draw its constitu-

ency from afar. Something had to be done if the

church was to be saved, and the new minister was

the one to whom all eyes turned as the leader who

had been providentially sent to guide them into

141
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the promised land. He had undertaken a big

contradl, but with the serene confidence of youth,

he felt that he could carry it through.

His first step was to reorganize the church on a

working basis; it was to be a church of workers,

and not a church of drones. Upon an open space

in front of the church-building a large three story

addition was erected for social purposes; giving to

the edifice the appearance of a business block.

When some one made the remark that the ecclesi-

astical part of the church had been put into the

rear, quick as a flash came the answer that the

idea expressed in the enlarged building was that

the further in you went the more religion you

found. The church was to be a social power

working for righteousness. It was to do a real

missionary work, in providing wholesome enter-

tainment and recreation for the young, in estab-

lishing clubs for the discussion of social and in-

dustrial questions, in providing reading rooms, a

gymnasium and baths, in furnishing elementary

instru(?tion in art, and in various handicrafts. It

was to be a ministering church, and was to solve

the problem of bridging over the gulf between

the classes. It was to be a great social solvent
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tiniting into one the diverse elements by whicli it

was surrounded. The aim was certainly a noble

one; and if it has not been realized the blame

does not lie with its optimistic promoters, but with

the intra(5lable elements in human nature with

which they had to contend.

The first time I met Dr. Lloyd Tompkins

was when he came before our minister's union

to deliver an address upon the subjec5l of new

methods in church work. He said in substance

that the way they did things down in old Judea

was antiquated. The apostles were not fit pat-

terns for us when it comes to methods of work,

for things have changed since their da3^ Or-

dinary preachers are as much behind the times

as a last year's almanac. They are mere sky-

pilots showing men the way to heaven, when

they ought to be giving them pracflical di-

redlion in the affairs of the present life. The

new gospel to be proclaimed to the world is not

the salvation of souls but the salvation of society;

but the thing which was not made clear was how

there is to be a reformed society unless first of all

there are reformed men. And as to the means to

be employed in accomplishing this social regener-
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ation, what are they? Outside agencies all cf

them. In order to minister to the whole man the

Church is to be stripped of its purely spiritual

character. To win the world it has to lose its soul.

For a time there w^as great interest and enthu-

siasm in the experiment. The thing w^as a novel-

ty; and many broad-minded people outside the

church favored the movement and gave it sub-

stantial support. "Now you have struck it,"

they said; '' you have brought the church down

from the clouds, and have harnessed it to useful

work. It will now be good for something. '

' An

assault was made upon the people in the poorer

district; they yielded to the pressure of importun-

ity and came to investigate the attra(5lions which

were prepared for them, much in the same way

that a wary rat might examine the bait that is

placed temptingly before it. It was not long be-

fore their interest began to subside. They did

not feel at home in these refined surroundings,

and besides they wanted coarser pleasures than

those which were provided. The young people

did not mix; and despite the efforts of the pastor

and others like minded, to keep them together,

they separated into two distindl groups. One
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of the leading members of the church openly

declared, " I do not wish my sons and daughters

to do missionary work in social ways. I have no

obje(5ltion to their going down among the poorer

people to minister to them in any way they pro-

fitably can, but in their social life I want them to

associate with those who are their equals and not

with those who are their inferiors." The pastor

replied, " Why should not culture be consecrated

and used as a missionarj^ force ? " " True, but

why should it be used in this particular way? Let

those who will go down among the masses and

work for their betterment; but let us keep from

getting into a muddle by trjdng to mix together

elements as different as oil and water. '

'

When things got back to their normal condi-

tion it was found that a few of the more aspiring

3^oung people among the working classes had re-

ceived a lift upward, a result amply compensating

for all the effort that had been expended, but the

larger portion of those experimented upon were

more inaccessible than ever. They fought shy of

the church in the future. They said that it was

too "tony" a thing for them. The greatest

benefit came to the young people of the church by
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welding them together into a social unity. Many

of them who had heretofore sought their pleas-

ures in questionable places, now found them in

cleaner and more wholesome surroundings.

The question which began to arise in many

minds was whether these facilities for recreation

ought not to be provided by some other agencies

than the church. Is the church an amusement

shop ? Does it lie within its proper province to

provide amusement for young people ? Is it not

better to make home the social center? And,

when provision has to be made for those who

have not home privileges is it not better to utilize

the social agencies already in existence, and if

new ones are needed, develop them out of the

life of the neighborhood rather than have separ-

ate churches take up the work ; thus rendering

impossible the unity of the community life, by

running through it lines of social cleavage ?

A minister has only so much force to expend,

and if it is expended along these lines, it cannot

also be expended along lines of diredl spiritual

effort. When the Rev. Lloyd Tompkins ac-

cepted the position of sanitary inspedlor for the

distridl in which his church is located, and gave
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a large portion of his time ever>^ daj^ to seeing

that the work of removing the garbage was

properly done, he was no doubt employing his

time usefully, but would it not have been better

for himself and for his church if he had relegated

that work to some free-handed layman whom he

had inspired to take it up as a civic duty to be

performed in a Christian spirit, and thus left

himself free to attend to the things more direc5lly

concerned with the upbuilding of the Kingdom

of Christ? For study and pulpit preparation

there were left the dregs of a mind worn out

by outside labors, and by care for the world at

large. No man can do everything. Work to be

successfully done must be specialized.

The preacher, like every other professional man,

must contract the waters of his life between the

rock-bound banks of a settled purpose, saying,

'
' This one thing I do. " An ungodly critic once

said, "Why does Pastor Tompkins keep flying

around, trying everything except religion ? Why

does he not stick to his own special business of

preaching the gospel ? '

' The preacher is not a

man of all work, he is a man of one work. His

chief business is not to clean streets but to
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cleanse souls. It is not a question whether

these outside ministries which do so much to

brighten the lives of the disinherited ought to be

rendered, but whether they constitute the legiti-

mate work of the preacher, or of the Church. In

matters of municipal reform the Church can do

her part better by working indiredlly than by

working direcftl}^ And when concerted action is

found to be necessary her proper course is to

work through Reform Clubs, Citizens' Leagues,

Social Settlements, and kindred organizations, in

which all the forces that make for social right-

eousness can cooperate. The wise pastor while

keeping himself and his church to their own de-

partment of work, will urge upon his people to

put themselves, in their individual capacity, be-

hind these wider organizations, working through

them to bring sweetness and light into the social

life of those for whose deliverance from all that

can hurt and destro}^ the}^ are continually striving.

The sociological movement within the church

out of which the institutional church has been

bom comes from the awakening of a new so-

cial spirit. The church is vibrant with the

consciousness of an enlarged life, but she has
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not 3^et learned how to expand it profitably. In

the multiplicity of new methods which suggest

themselves she is in danger of relegating the

preaching of the gospel to a subordinate place.

She is also in danger of departing from the true

ideal of the church as the embodiment of a spirit-

ual force. In her attempt to win the world she

is doing many foolish and hurtful things ;
albeit,

the impulse by which she is moved is generally a

praiseworthy one.
'

' The cooking-stove apost-

acy '

' is not the worst thing that has befallen

her. In stooping to conquer she has come down

to the world's level. By cheapening and vulgar-

izing her methods of work she has entered upon

a course which if follov/ed must increasingly di-

minish her spiritual influence. Upon her return

to her proper work of ministering to the deepest

w^ants of man lies her own salvation, not to

speak of the salvation of the world.

There is a text which reads, ' * Thy servant

was here and there, and he was gone." That

text describes the case of this institutional minis-

ter. After setting things agoing he was gone,

and there was no one to run the machine. The

church felt that it had been left with a white ele-
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phant on its hands. Since his departure some

things have been gradually solving themselves.

The amusement features of the new movement

have been receding into the back-ground. Some

of the social rooms are being used as the head-

quarters of charitable societies. The billiard-

room has become a store room for blankets and

clothing for the poor ; the room for private the-

atricals has been transformed into a free medical

dispensary ; and the entire work of the church

is coming to be more closely patterned after the

earthly work of Christ. An honest effort is being

made to follow Christ in ministering both to the

bodies and to the souls of men, and the way to

the realization of this noble aim is constantly

growing clearer. When the evolutionary process

is complete, the ideal institutional church after

which many are striving is reached, will com-

bine, as Dr. Russell H. Conwell, of Philadelphia,

has pointed out, the three kinds of work in w^hich

Christ labored, viz. , teaching the ignorant, healing

the sick, and preaching the gospel.

The institutional church is an indication that,

as Walter Besant says, this generation is gaining

a sense of humanity. Its eyes are being opened
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to the value of man, and nothing that concerns

man's welfare is any longer a matter of indiffer-

ence. A humanitarian spirit is in the air, and is

finding its noblest expression in the church

which gave it birth. As never before the church

is endeavoring to make Christianity an applied

science. Instead of dreaming of a distant heaven

she is seeking to bring heaven down to earth
;

instead of preparing men for the future world she

is seeking to improve their condition in the pres-

ent world. The danger is that she turn her at-

tention so exclusively to the work of outward

ministry as to overlook the deep sources of spir-

itual power upon wdiich the perpetuity and en-

largement of her usefulness depend. The stream

of her philanthropy will run shallow if it is not

constantly fed from the fountain of eternal love
;

enthusiasm for humanity will burn low, if it is not

re-enforced by enthusiasm for Christ ; the ser-

vice of humanity will become a burden if it is

not transformed into the service of Christ ; and

the manifold agencies of the Institutional Church

will become mechanical and void of spiritual pro-

fit unless they are constantly vitalized by the in-

dwelling life of Christ.



CHAPTER XV.

A MINISTKRIAL GREATHKART.

The Rev. Elijali Goodspeed had received a

whifF of the divine afflatus. He Vv^as an inspired

man, and therefore an inspirational preacher. He

possessed in a remarkable degree the power of

self-propagation . His enthusiasm was contageous.

In the dullest hearts he kindled a flame of an-

vswering affection. Wherever he went he gath-

ered around him a band of fellow-workers who

for love's sake gave themselves to others. The

vital quality in his preaching w^as sympathy. His

words had life and breath. They came from the

depths. They were dissolved in love. They

were the words of a man whose religion was a

present reality and not the reminiscence of a dead

past. John Wesley has said that there are pro-

fessing Christians who, if they lost their memory,

would lose their religion; they have had an ex-

perience when they ought to have had experi-

ences. Brother Goodspeed had experiences. He
152
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gathered his manna fresh every morning; he

waited daily upon God for a fresh message to de-

liver to the people.

Speaking from the heart he spoke to the heart.

It is a true saying of Melancthon that it is the

heart that makes the theologian; and it is equally

true that it is the heart that makes the preacher.

Ivove is the prime qualification for a religious

teacher. It was after Simon Peter had given a

satisfa(5lor>^ answer to the question
'

' Lovest thou

me ?" that the Master recommissioned, him saying

" Feed my sheep." Of all forms of power there

is none that stands higher than the power of love.

One noteworthy thing in the Rev. Elijah Good-

speed's preaching was a way he had of making

everything he touched seem important. Instead

of treating large subje(5ls in a small way, he

treated small subjedls in a large way. His rep-

resentations of sacred things had atmosphere

and perspedlive, which gave to them a suggestion

of vastness, and of greater things lying behind.

In the most literal sense he magnified the L,ord,

making him great to the thoughts of men.

Another quality of his preaching was its mod-

ernness. The Bible was made a 'modern book.
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The Bible characflers were made real flesh and

blood men and women. They thought and spoke

like people of the present day. It is true they

were sometimes made to appear in modern dress,

somewhat after the fashion of the painter who has

represented Adam in the Garden of Kden decked

out in a dress-coat and knee-breeches; yet in

spite of these incongruities which verged upon the

ludicrous, many people who had been accus-

tomed to look upon the Bible chara(5lers as

beings remote from the lives of common mortals,

were charmed by the new sense of reality and

livingness which had been given to them. His

preaching stood one of the hardest tests, it com-

pelled attention. Archbishop Magee has divided

preachers into three classes, the speaker you can-

not listen to, the speaker you caji listen to, and

the speaker you cannot help listening to. The

Rev. Elijah Goodspeed belonged to the latter

class. Those who were uncertain about the

soundness of his reasoning and smiled at his de-

scription of men and manners felt the spell of his

spirit and the uplift of his thoughts. There was

something insinuating and caressing in the very

tones of his voice; they felt after the heart
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strings and played upon them as a musician upon

a harp.

It was in keeping with his self-sacrificing spirit

that he should present himself before the officers

of the City Missionary Society and ask to be ap-

pointed to some down-town district where the

spiritual destitution was sorely felt. There was

such a place. An abandoned church building,

from which the people had long since moved

awa}^ to more respedlable quarters, had fallen into

the hands of the Society, and as they had been

unable to sell it, they were willing that some one

should try the experiment of gathering a congre-

gation within its desolate walls. When he un-

dertook the task a friend remarked, " I do not

believe that an angel from heaven could build up

a church there." " Neither do I," was the calm

reply,
'

' but I believe the Lord from heaven can

and he is going with me. '

'

The work has begun without any flourish of

trumpets. In a quiet and informal way he vis-

ited the families of the neighborhood, searching

out and relieving cases of want, and administer-

ing the consolations of religion to the afflicted.

He merely tried to be helpful. He believed in
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pracftical spirituality, and in the sacrament of

service. The people recognized in him a friend

before they knew him as a preacher; and when

he invited them to a simple service in the church

they responded to the touch of his love, and

heard him gladly. A large Sunday-school was

gathered together, and a variet}^ of agencies were

adopted, simple and natural in their character,

but admirably suited to local conditions and

needs. The co-operation of earnest Christian

workers was enlisted, and the enterprize realized

the fondest hopes of its promoters. But in the

minds of the officers of the Missionary Society

there was one thing lacking; no steps had yet

been taken to organize a church. The sole ob-

jedl sought had been to do good to the people.

It had been felt that if a church was needed it

would come in due time; but it was not made an

end in itself. The people were not looked upon

as existing for the Church, but the Church for

the people. Men were valued more than institu-

tions. When the church did come it was born

out of the desire for spiritual fellowship; but so

unconventional was it in form that it was hardly

to the liking of the Society's officers.
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One marked feature in the preaching of our

ministerial greatheart was the clearness with

which the two related truths of the humanity of

God and the divinity of man were set forth. The

divine power of Christ as the Son of God did not

obscure the human sj^mpathy of Jesus as the Son

of Man. It was found that men got hold of God

on the human side. The revelation of God to

man having been given through a man, the hu-

man side of God is the one which touches us

first. Through the Son • of Man the Son of God

is reached. The revelation of the human element

in God brings him very near, and makes his

help available. It also gives a new conception of

man by showing that if there is in God some-

thing of man, there is in man something of God.

Man is God's child. He has been formed for a

glorious destin3^ Within him slumber powers

and possibilities which, if tlie}^ only can be devel-

oped, will make him a fit companion for the

angels. However sinful and depraved he may be,

his redemption is possible. It is possible because

he is a moral being to whom is given the power

of initiating moral change; and it is possible also

because he belongs to a redeemed race to whom
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salvation unto the uttermost has been brought

through the man Christ Jesus, who gave himself

a ransom for all. Standing upon these two rock

truths this preacher of the gospel of hope pro-

claimed his belief in the recoverability of the

worst of men. He maintained that no life was so

badly marred that it could not be re-made. And

vv'hat was still more important, his sublime faith in

individual men stood the hardest pradlical test.

Altho often deceived and disappointed he never

ceased to trust. " I am very human my-

self
'

' was his indirect apology for others. Never

did he give up any poor struggling soul, however

frequently he stumbled and fell. He would take

the most sin-sodden wretch by the hand and say,

** My brother, God loves you, and I love you. If

3^ou will you can yet be a man; and if you strive

to live a better life God will stand by you, and I

wdll stand by you." It was a great surprise to

discover that brother Goodspeed had both an

exoteric and an esoteric faith. Looking on the

wrecks of humanity around him, many of whom
had been damned into the world rather than born

into it, he could not bring himself to believe that

in the future world every door of opportunity
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would be shut against them. It was clear that

their opportunities in this life for spiritual de-

velopment were exceedingly slim. Cursed by an

evil heredity, placed from birth in an evil environ-

ment; deprived of all the helping influences of

home, of school, and of Church; heavily handi-

capped from the start to the finish, what chance

had they to win in life's race? Everything was

against them. To preserve his own sanity he

had to believe that in the future world there

would be an open door of opportunity for those

against whom all the doors of opportunity had

been closed in this life; yet he was afraid openly

to preach this do(5lrine, lest it should be made a

chartered recklessness by those who were unwill-

ing to forsake a life of sin. He saw the retribu-

tive element in the teaching of Scripture, and he

tried to be true to it. I once heard him preach

a terrible sermon from the text
'

' The harvest is

past, the summer is ended, and we are not saved."

(Jer. 8. 20). He was evidently in great agony,

forcing himself to go through with a painful task,

altho it almost broke his heart to do it. After

this agonizing effort was over he confessed to a

great sense of relief. '
' The burden which the
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Lord has laid upon me," he said, '' is the burdeu

of love, not the burden of wrath. To be true to

the whole revelation which God has given in his

Word I feel that I must occasionally preach in

that way, yet it involves the violation of my
deepest instindls. I feel that I am not myself,

but some other person. The burden he was carry-

ing, if it was the burden of the Lord, was

evidently meant for somebody else.

The of&cers of the Home Missionar>^ Society,

among whom were some preachers, mainly of the

order called superannuated, made frequent visits

to examine into the work. It was not long be-

fore some of them began to have a suspicion of

the dodlrinal unsoundness of much of the preach-

ing to which they listened. The}^ could not

deny that a wonderful work was going on, but—

.

Suspicion at length grew into certainty and

charges of heresy were openly preferred. The two

main points in the indidlment were negations

rather than affirmations. They were to the eflfecft

that the Rev. Elijah Goodspeed did not preach the

doclrine of total depravity, and that he did not

shut the door of mercy in the faces of those sinners

who refused to enter the kingdom here and now.
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The trial was long aud bitter, and during its pro-

gress the accused was forbidden to preach. The

defense made was that if man is totally depraved

there is nothing left to work upon for his recov-

ery. General depravity was not denied, nor was

the universal need of God's restoring grace set

aside, but total depravity was rejected as a libel

upon human nature, and as ruling out the possi-

bility of moral recuperability. On the question

of the condition of sinful men in the future life,

the position taken was that of a reverent agnos-

tic, who held that the revelation of the world to

come given in the Bible being limited and partial

conceals more than it reveals. It was afl&rmed

that the completed purpose of redemption is not

yet made known; and that all that has been given

is a working theory for the present. Two things

were held as standing out in clear light—the un-

changing mercy of God, and the unchanging

moral nature of man. If "the mercy of the

lyord endureth forever," and if man remains a

moral being forever, the way of return to God
stands forever open, and man is forever free to

change his charac5ler and destiny. Such rampant

rationalism was not to be tolerated ; and so with
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" candle, bell and book " the heretic was excom-

municated.

The result of the trial was a crushing blow to

the little band who had gathered around a teacher

to whom they had looked up as a messenger of

God. But never did they think of forsaking him.

The church building had to be given up ; and af-

ter a brief season of prayerful waiting a vacant

store was secured lower down in the depths of the

city's darkness, and there a rescue mission was

established from which a life line has been

thrown out to many a shipwrecked soul strug-

gling in the black waters of sin. All over the

land are those who have been helped to a better

life through its blessed agency.

Fortunately he had at his command a private

income, all of which he freely expended for

others. Generous friends who contributed liber-

ally to the work, were not wanting. And yet faith

in God was often severely tried, and the very

existence of the enterprize imperilled. Personal

expenses were cut down to the lowest possible

point, that there might be more to give to the

poor and the unfortunate. A life of celibacy

was chosen that desolate homes might be made
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bright; and that homeless wanderers might be

cared for. In two small rooms behind the mis-

sion hall he lived a large portion of the time, that

he might be within the call of the needy; and

these quarters he often shared with some fallen

man whom he was trying to reform, or with some

beaten man whom he was trying to set on his feet

again. In the most literal sense he gave himself

for others, wearing out his life in arduous labors,

which were often continued late into the night.

The continual drain upon his sympathy and vital

energy which these personal ministrations to

others entailed; the hurtful e£fec5l of breathing the

foul poisonous air of sick-rooms and vile places

which he visited combined to wear out his vigor-

ous constitution. Premonitory symptoms of a

possible breakdown were given from time to

time, but he could not stop; and when the break-

down did come it was found that the reserved

forces had been completely exhausted. His

physician w^arned him when things were coming to

a crisis, and told him that by giving up his work,

and taking care of himself, he might live for a

number of years ; and he assured him that if he

kept on as he was doing he could not live longer
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than a year at the most. " Then I will go in for

the year,
'

' was the prompt reply. In much less

time his sword was exchanged for a crown.

Was he imprudent? Very likely. But he was

wisely, gloriously imprudent. He refused to

lengthen out his life by making it less effedlive.

He died at the early age of thirty-five; but if.

measured by deeds, rather than by years, his life

was a long one.

Such an outpouring of sorrow as that which

took place at his funeral is seldom witnessed.

All sorts and conditions of men were there.

Among the throng were many reformed men,

whom he had encouraged and helped in their up-

ward struggles. Standing by his bier many of

this class said w^ith choking utterance, "There

lies the best earthly friend I ever knew. '

' One

poor fellow, overcome by his sense of desolation,

exclaimed, * * Oh that I could creep into that casket

beside him, so that I might feel him near me !"

Blessed the life that can call forth such grateful

love. What his old-time ministerial friends who

had cast him out of the synagogue thought will

never be known, for their lips were sealed; but

there were present larger-hearted brother minis-
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ters who had prized the man and his work, and

who threw upon his grave such flowers of praise

as these: " We do not need more books on Chris-

tianity so much as we need more lives like that

of our noble brother." "Few lives represented

in a more striking degree the martyr spirit."

"With him it was all life to give." "His hfe

was a continual giving out of self; it was a life in

which the sacrifice of Christ was repeated."

And is it not by lives like this into which the

sacrificial love of Christ has entered that the

world is to be redeemed ?



CHAPTER XVI.

A MINISTERIAI, DECORATOR.

There are some preachers who work out of

sight, la3dng strong and deep the foundations of

God's temple ; there are others who build the

walls, and there are others who decorate the

building, giving to it the finishing touches.

Not as many decorators are needed as builders,

but their work, which is equally important, affords

an illustration of the utility of the beautiful.

To the select guild of ministerial decorators

the Rev. Alfred Wordsworth Hayden belongs.

He is a prose poet. "The poet preacher" is

the descriptive title which is usually affixed to

his name. Perhaps no better description of him

can be given than that contained in the words of

Browning, " God's prophet of the beautiful."

It is his mission to win for truth an entrance

into the soul through the gate of the esthetic.

He leads people to see the ugliness of sin and the

beauty of holiness. In Christianity, which is

i66
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the fulness of all faiths, there is a place for the

Hebraic idea of righteousness, the Roman idea

of power, and the Greek idea of beauty. There

will always be those, as Emerson says, "who

will love virtue not for its obligation, but for its

grace." The idea of religion as grace is the

Greek contribution to Christianit3\ Grace is

gracefulness. One who has the grace of God

will be graceful in moral character. The beau-

tiful and the good are essentially one. While

therefore w^e need preachers who are imbued

wdth the ethical spirit of the Hebrew prophets
;

and preachers who in the presence of the world's

corruption possess the courage and prowess of

the world-conquering Roman ; we also need

preachers of the Grecian type who shall be apos-

tles of the beautiful.

The appearance of the Rev. Alfred Words-

worth Hayden is imposing. He is tall, and

walks with the scholar's stoop. His head, which

might serve as a model for a sculptor, has for its

leading features a long and gracefully arched

nose, with nostrils spiritually thin ; a wide sensi-

tive mouth ; full hazel eyes set well apart; arch-

ing eyebrows ; a high forehead ; dark and wavy
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hair. The general impression that he makes is

that of dignity and majesty. He looks like one

that dwells upon the heights ; but he does not

forget to come down to the abodes of men.

Altho a man of vision he is not visionary.

Many who would otherwise be pra(5lically church-

less receive from his ministry inspiration and

help. In an eminent degree his preaching is

spiritually uplifting. It puts the strength and

brightness of hope into many a burdened life. It

is to many the utterance of one who is both sage

and seer, the utterance of one who believes in

the essential dignity of human nature, and the

boundless possibility of its improvement, and in

the certainty of divine power co-operating with

it in all its upward struggles. His church has

been playfully styled the Church of the Holy

Ambiguity ; but the ambiguity which charadler-

izes its pulpit is that which comes from dogmatic

modesty, rather than from the negation of any

vital Christian dodtrine.

Because of a certain illusiveness of st3de he has

escaped the clutches of the heresy hunters.

Altho his preaching is said to be steeped in

heres}^, it is difficult to put the finger upon any
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definite theological statement which flatly con-

tradidls the orthodox faith. His heresy, if he

has any, is atmospheric. It pervades his think-

ing, but all attempts to bottle it and analyze it

have failed. The theological watch-dogs of the

Church shake their wise heads and say, *'We

may as well leave Hayden alone ; he is no theo-

logian
;
you cannot tie him down to anything

;

his dodtrinal beliefs are as impalpable as moon-

shine." One thing is certain, however, he is a

decided influence in the shaping of religious

thought. He may not be a system-builder, but

he is something better, he is a quickening and

liberalizing power. He gives to other minds im-

pulse and diredlion.

Our poet preacher is a religious impressionist.

He deals with masses of color. His pictures will

not stand too close scrutiny; yet the}' are true to

life. They record what is adlually seen. The

historical background is put in with care; the re-

sults of the higher criticism are gladly accepted,

when they help to an understanding of the

historical situation, and give to truth its proper

setting. The actual findings of science are also

gratefully received. He is not afraid that God will
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be ruled out of the universe by a discovery of

the ways in which he works. In the dodlrine of

evolution he sees a nev/ revelation of God. All

the material which he gathers for his pic1:ure is

valued according to its power of spiritual illumin-

ation and impression.

As a poet he is a true theologian. He inter-

prets the mind of God to his age. He gives

utterance to the thought which is struggling to the

birth in human hearts. He speaks in the universal

language of the soul. He is one of those who
" mark

Through earth's dull mists the coming of the dawn;

Who see in twilight's gloom the first pale spark,

While others only note that day is gone."

The province of the imagination in the inter-

pretation of spiritual truth has never been duly

considered. A poetical mind is needed to under-

stand the oriental imagery of the Bible. In the

Bible there is much that is a diredl appeal to the

imagination. Ordaining hands ought never to be

laid upon a head that is destitute of poetic fancy;

for only one who has in him a vein of poetry can

understand the poetic symbolism in which the

truths of religion are expressed.

Our preacher poet has, like other men, his
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Wfcaknesses and limitations. His main weakness

is found in his mercurial temperament. He is a

man of many moods; and is subjecft to frequent

spasms of poetic pains. When his spirits are high,

his imagination is apt to carry him into cloud-

land. When the thorn is pressed against his breast

he often sings his sweetest song. The comfort which

he dispenses to others is wine from a crushed

heart. His varying moods may be elements of

power, but they are not always well timed. One

nevei: knows whether to expect an anthem or a

dirge. His limitations are as marked as his

powers. He ministers to a class. His preaching

has about it that indefinable flavor which consti-

tutes literary style; his touch is delicate and sure,

his shadings are exquisite. Literary people are

attracfted to him, but the common people do not

hear him gladly. Another limitation arises from

his disregard of the forms of truth, and especially

of the ordinances of religion, which he calls

crutches for a weak faith. They are crutches

with which a great many feeble souls can not dis-

pense. Hence to those who live in the letter of

religion, of whom there are still a great number,

he has no message to give. He also pitches his
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ethical teaching too high. He blows at the rate

of six knots an hour in the hope that the people

may sail at three knots an hour. Religion is

made too much a thing of dress-parade, and of the

blare of trumpets; it is removed too far from the

common-place experiences of life. On the other

hand life is never stripped of its grandeur. Those

who can bear it are taught that there is joy in

living; that eternal life is a present reality; that

the communication of God with the individual

soul is a present experience; that God is beauti-

ful and attradlive; that love of beauty is at bottom

the love of God; that the unseen is the real; that a

divine force is at w^ork in the world, bringing order

out of chaos; that all that is good in life is a man-

ifestation of God; that in the midst of the on-rush-

ing tide of unbelief, the soul may stand secure

and serene upon the rock of faith, exclaiming,

" God is in his heaven

All's well with the world."

Such is the substance of the teaching of one of

God's true ministers, to whom the wider vision

has been given and whose triumphant note the

world can not afford to miss from the symphony

of truth.



CHAPTER XVII.

A THOROUGH-PACED RITUAI^IST.

There are two orders of preachers—priests and

prophets. The former peddle out the stored-up

grace of which they are the custodians; the latter

speak out the message which they have got first

hand by w^aiting upon God. Emerson says,
'

' I love

a prophet of the soul.
'

' Many love a priest of the

church; they seek leadership rather than light;

they want some one to tell them what to believe

and do; they want to find an accredited spiritual

guide into whose hands they can commit the

keeping of their souls.

The Rev. Irenseus Jukes belongs to the priestly

order. For many 3'ears in his search after the

ideal church, he wandered in arid places, going

from one sedl to another, seeking rest and finding

none. He has been scoffingly called a ministerial

rounder, but he himself has claimed that in his

numerous changes he has followed the law of

evolution. To those who are unacquainted

173
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with the mysterious workings of his soul his fre-

quent ecclesiastical changes have the appearance

of a succession of somersaults rather than a series

of stages in an orderly process of development.

But all's well that ends well. The Rev. Irenseus

Jukes is now a clergyman in the Church. He has

got to his own place at last, and his soul is at

rest.

Since my quondam neighbor succeeded in get-

ting into what he calls ''holy orders," he has

magnified his office; arid he has need to do so, for

his office is not magnified by him. Perhaps it is

more corre(5l to say that he magnifies himself as

an officer. He tries to conceal his littleness b}^

assuming an air of importance, but no one is de-

ceived. The asses' ears stick out from beneath

the lion's skin. He has the look of fatuity

which cartoonists in comic papers take delight in

representing as the common ministerial type.

He fails to distinguish between sanc5limoniousness

and sandlity. He affedls a clerical garb and a

holy tone. His voice is sexless. It has the thin

treble of the eunuch. It is a voice that cannot

long keep a hold upon women. It is charadler-

ized by a lack of the manly and virile, and is sug-
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gestive of a development into a dear old grand-

mother in a white tie and closely buttoned frock-

coat. Even now the young people of his congre-

gation speak of him under their breath as
'

' Sis-

sie." His warmest friends and admirers are

among the old women of both sexes.

The church in which the Rev. Irenaeus Jukes

belongs has been described as consisting of lati-

tudinarians, platitudinarians, and attitudinarians.

Our friend is a combination of the second and

third classes. He is perfedlly innocent of origin-

ality. His phraseology is stilted, and his pulpit

manners have a suggestion of
*

' start theatric

pracfticed at the glass." What little theology he

has is of a narrow evangelical type. With him

the blood of Jesus by which men are saved is lit-

eral blood, and not the sacrificial life of which

that blood is but the symbol; heaven and hell are

distindl localities in the world beyond rather than

spiritual states the beginnings of which are already

within the soul. Yet strange to say this bald lit-

eralism is allied with vagueness and mistiness.

In listening to his sermons one is surprised to find

that texts apparently simple are so hard to ex-

plain. The real meaning of the words seems to
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elude his grasp. He is lacking in terminal facil-

ities having a habit of continuing to speak after his

thought has run out. This is largely the result

of not possessing a distindlive message. He is

anchored to the past and stedfastly resists any

suggestions of a possible change of opinion.

There are no new buds forming on the tree of

his spiritual life to push off last year's withered

leaves. His inner nature suffers from arrested de-

velopment. He is a theological mummy—an eccle-

siastical automaton galvanized into semblance of

life. He swears by the ancient fathers of the

Church, and the more ancient they are the more

weight does he give to their words; but the

modern fathers of the Church, through whom the

Spirit of God is now speaking, he refuses to in-

vest with any degree of authority.

If for a time there existed a shade of fear that

the process of ecclesiastical transmigration might

not be completed, it has long since passed away.

All his past life was one of great blunder for

which he has been willing to make any possible

atonement. Having found a final resting-place

within the true fold, the hardest and most uncon-

genial work was welcomed. When called upon
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to ride quarantine no word of complaint escaped

his lips. With the zeal of a late-born convert

who felt that he had to redeem the time, he threw

himself into his work. He became a diHgent

student of pulpit etiquette, and was soon looked

upon as an expert at bowing and posturing, and

as an authority' upon articles of ecclesiastical ap-

parel and adornment. A ritualist of ritualists he

tithes ''the mint an anise and cummin" of the

rubric. He takes on him the air of a medieval

saint. For what reason he is called a "high

churchman " I could never make out, unless it is

that he dwells high up in the steeple remote from

the common life of men.

His idea of the Church is that it is a hierarchy

rather than a brotherhood; and his idea of a

clergyman is that he is one who rules over God's

heritage rather than one who vSer\^es among the

brethren. He finds it difficult to carry his op-

pressive load of official dignity. He is forced at

times to relax, for the bow cannot always remain

bent; and when the priest is laid aside very little

of the man is left. When the ministerial starch

is moistened or is rubbed out, official dignity falls

in a heap, and a pitiable specimen of effeminate
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manhood remains. It must have been some such

acfl of revelation which led to the division of man-

kind into three classes, men, women, and minis-

ters—the latter class being a sort of h^^brid, some-

thing between the other two. People admire a

womanly woman and a manly man. There is

nothing which a minister ought to covet more

earnestly than a reputation for manliness.

One thing to be said in favor of our high

churchman is that he is a busy pastor. He

makes a great number of pastoral visitations,

falsely so called, the objecfl of which seems to be

to keep his pew-holders in good humor. He

praises the babies, shows solicitude about every

little bodily ailment of his parishioners, remembers

every little incident in the life of each family and

refers to it in a way that is flattering to the family

pride. In his manner he is condescending to the

poor, and deferential towards the rich. He evi-

dently believes that

" Bowing down, bowing down,

Is the way to rise in any town."

But his chief delight is to sit down with the

maiden ladies of his church, and discuss for hours

such profound questions as the proper cut and
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color of an altar clotli. He has a zeal for the

things of God's house, but not according to

knowledge. He is more concerned with the out-

w^ard trappings of religion than with the things

of the spirit life; and it is to be feared that he is

building upon the true foundation, wood, hay,

and stubble, which the fire of judgment will

lick up.

The Rev. Irenseus Jukes had foresworn matri-

mony. He was wedded to the Church, and the

Church was to be his heavenly spouse for ever

more. He had slipped his head out of many a

matrimonial noose in which he appeared to be

hopelessly ensnared. And now having reached

middle life he supposed himself to be free from the

power of feminine wiles. But no man ever knows

the mysteries of his own heart. This unworldh'

man w^ho had escaped all the pitfalls set for his

unwary feet by designing mammas, and by ad-

miring spinsters, fell an easy prey to the widow

of a wealthy brewer. She wanted social standing,

and he wanted money, so they pooled assets.

Since he has been relieved from the practice of

small economies, his sharp outlines are rounding

out. The ascetic look has gone from his face; and
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his nose is beginning to wear a suggestion of port-

wine. He has a subdued look ; and when lying

back among the cushions of his wife's carriage

he can never quite succeed in looking at ease.

In one thing only does he remain unchanged, and

that is in love for the church into which he has

been adopted. He is now able to gratify his taste

for the most elaborate ritualistic paraphernalia.

A memorial window has been put into the church

by his wife in honor of the deceased brewer. Other

important improvements along the same line are

hinted at. All of them have their origin in the

vicious idea that the Church is an end in itself,

rather than a mean to an end. What a revolu-

tion it would make in the life of many a Protest-

ant priest if he could only be brought to see that

the Church exists for the world, not the world for

the Church—that the Church is Christ's chosen

organ for ministering to the world, his chosen

instrument for subduing the world unto himself.



CHAPTER XVIII.

A PRIESTLY PRIEST.

Of all the men of clerical order who have

crossed my path, there is none whose friendship

has counted for more than that of Father Chase.

Ever}' inch an ecclesiastic, and a profound be-

liever in the claims of the Mother Church, he is

at the same time a man of great urbanit}' of man-

ner and catholicity of spirit. If he is keen to dis-

cern the faults in other faiths, he is equall}^ keen

to discover what is good in them. His sympa-

thies are often narrow, but his thoughts are wide,

and his judgments are charitable.

Our acquaintanceship began when crossing the

Atlantic together. And if there is any place where

people reveal themselves it is on shipboard. All

the conventionalities which hedge a m.an around

and conceal him from others are there removed,

and he is apt to show his inner self just as he is.

It was not long before Father Chase was the center

around which the motley life of the ship revolved.

He was the chief attradlion in the smoking-room,

i8r
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where he told mirth-provoking stories, which

were afterward repeated from mouth to mouth all

over the ship; he joined himself to a group of

elderly ladies, who met in the ladies' cabin for de-

votional reading, and charmed them with his

unctuous talks about the higher christian life ; he

was master of ceremonies in all the evening enter-

tainments; the young people could not think of

getting up a dance without consulting him about

its arrangements. He knew ever>'body on ship-

board, from the stoker in the hold, to the invalid

who never appeared on deck. Without appearing

to be the least intrusive he got people to unlock

themselves to him. My resolve was taken that

he should find me a sealed book; but one day as

he put his arm in mine, and we promenaded the

deck together, under the spell of his geniality and

sympath}^ my icy reserve was thawed, and before

I knew it I had told him the whole story of my
life. It was whispered around that his mission to

America was the manipulation of the press in the

interests of his church ; but this rumor was with-

out foundation. When a year or two afterwards

to my surprise and joy I found him settled near

me, it was as a hard working priest whose sole
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attention was given to the educational and spirit-

ual interests of his large and important parish.

Father Chase is the only priest I have ever met

who has given me the true conception of the title

"Father," as applied to the Roman Catholic

clergy. One day when twitting him about the

enforced celibacy of the priesthood, I suggested

that he had all the qualities of a good family man,

and ventured to declare that he had been robbed

of his rights in not being allowed to marry. He
replied with great warmth, '

' I am a married

man; I am married to the church, the church is

my heavenly spouse, and the people of my charge

are my spiritual children. I live for my children;

I work for them; I sacrifice for them; I possess

as you know a private fortune, when I die I will

leave it all to my children; for me to marry an-

other would be to be guilty of bigamy." I be-

gan then to understand, as I had never done

before, the full significance of the words, '

' My
son! My daughter!" which I had heard him

utter when laying his hands upon the heads of

those who came to him for his counsel and bless-

ing. An ideal relationship surely when it is lived

up to, as in this case it is!
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In the system of Father Chase the idea of the

authorit}' of the church is central; but in his own

case the authority delegated to him b}^ those

above him, is exercised with such rare wisdom

and suavity that seldom does it fret or gall.

There v»^as one occasion, however, when it almost

reached the breaking point. A new church build-

ing had been ere(5led— an immense cathedral-

like structure which was bej^ond the ability of the

people to pay for. Father Chase besides spoiling

the Eg3'ptians, bled his own people to the last

drop. Some of them sold or mortgaged part of

their property to pay their subscriptions. Still

there was a large debt left. One Sabbath at the

close of service the attention of the people was

called to the amount of interest w^hich was being

paid, and Father Chase suggested that the mort-

gage be lifted, and personal notes without inter-

est be given until the debt was raised. This was

a straw too much. The people looked at each

other, exchanged significant nods, and made a

concerted movement for the door. Father Chase

goodnaturedly informed them that he had taken

the precaution to lock the door, and had the key

in his pocket; and that the}^ would not get out of
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the building until they had provided for the

mortgage. They came back sheepishly to their

places, put their heads together and made the

necessary arrangement. That took place a good

many years ago. Such a perilous experiment

would not be repeated to-day.

One thing which Father Chase seems utterly

unable to understand is how there can be gov-

ernment in a church without outward centralized

authority. " I do not see how the Protestant

churches of the ultra democratic type hold to-

gether," he is wont to say. " But they do hold

together," is the answer that has been given.

"Yes, I see that they do, and it is that which

puzzles me." The explanation offered is that

outward authority holds people together, as the

iron hoops hold together the staves of a barrel, so

that when the hoops are removed the staves fall

asunder ; whereas, inward spiritual authority

holds people together, as the branches of a tree

are held together, by the power of an indwelling

life, so that when the life departs from the tree the

branches drop off and the unity of the tree is lost.

The only kind of authority which appeals to

people who are in a certain stage of development,
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is that which is embodied in an institution or in

a man. The}^ cannot be ruled in any other way

than by an accredited spiritual head, from whose

lips they can get the law of their lives. To many

of this class the priest is a moral policeman w^hose

word holds them in order.
*

' What would 3'ou

do in the city," Father Chase w^ould sometimes

exclaim, " with all the w41d Irishmen, and ignor-

ant Poles, and Italians let loose upon you, if the

restraining power of our church were taken

away ? The turbulent foreign elements would be

beyond your control." This is undoubtedly true,

and I for one am glad to know that there is a

church which can do something to restrain, and

guide, and elevate a class which our Protestant

churches cannot touch.

With Father Chase I have always felt as free to

discuss questions of theology and of ecclesiastical

polity as with any of the brethren of my own

church. There has always been between us the

utmost frankness. W^e have treated each others

convicftions with respedl, and have never tried to

convert each other from the errors of his ways.

We find many points upon which we conscienti-

ously differ, but upon the great ethical principles
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and spiritual experiences which underlie all forms

of faith we find common standing ground. In our

conversations I have been impressed with the

subtlety of the Roman Catholic theology. The

reformation meant among other things, a simpli-

fication of the Christian creed. There is a fine

distincftion which intelligent Roman Catholics

like Father Chase make between the body and the

soul of the church which must have a practical

bearing upon their attitude towards others who

bear the Christian name. I one day asked him,

" Do you think that I shall be saved ? " With a

tv/inkle in his ej'e he replied, "That depends!

Those who are united to the bod}^ of the Church,

that is to the true Catholic Church, will not be

saved unless they are also united to the soul of

the Church, which means that they v»411 not be

saved unless they possess spiritual life, and are

free from mortal sin; on the other hand those

w^ho are united to the soul of the Church, even if

they are not united to the body of the Church wall

be forgiven of their invincible ignorance and be

saved. But the perfedl condition is realized by

those who are united both to the body and to the

soul of the Church; those who are outwardly
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united to the one true Catholic Church and who

are inwardly united to Christ as the source of

their life.
'

' To this liberal position no reasonable

objection can be taken if only the conception of

the Church of Christ be wddened to include the

whole body of believers.

One thing about Father Chase that has alwaj'S

impressed me is the look of contentment upon his

face. It is a look which is suggestive of a mind

at peace with itself; a look which belongs to those

only to whom the future is assured. If in the past

there have been struggles, as there undoubtedly

have been, all the lines which marked them have

been completeh^ rubbed out. Placidit}^, good

nature, and benevolence are the feelings which

stamp the face and make it a benediction. Ab-

stra6l from this kind of face these spiritual quali-

ties and it becomes bovine, if not gross and sen-

suous the spiritual is drowned in the animal, and

the face and form unite in telling of high living

and plain thinking. But when by some violent

shock the spiritual is aroused in these dull, torpid

natures, there is often a strong revulsion, and a life

of self-indulgence is followed by a life of asceticism.

Besides an absence cf the pinched, anxious,
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care-worn look which often characterizes the

preachers of the smaller Protestant se6ls who

live near the bone, and whose tenure of office is

often very uncertain, there is also an absence in

the Roman Catholic priest of any sign of uncer-

tainty with regard to the future of the church to

which he belongs. He may sometimes feel some-

what humiliated to think that he is a mere cog in

an immense machine; that he is powerless to ef-

fedl any change in the order of things around

him; and that any attempt at non-conformity, or

any assertion of individuality, will be remorse-

lessly crushed out; yet he is proud to know that

he is part of such a vast system, and he is

strengthened b}^ the thought that in the perform-

ance of his official fun(5lions the whole force of the

church is behind him. The faith of Father

Chase in the future of his church is sublime. He

never doubts its divine mission and destiny. He

believes that into it all the divided streams of

religious life are yet to flow. The church

which was the ark in which the truth of God

was carried across the middle ages is the im-

perial power in which the kingdom of Christ on

earth is j^et to be realized. So runs the dream of
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many a Roman Catholic saint. But before that

dream can become a realty the church that sits in

Caesar's seat has a long way to travel that she get

back to the purity and simplicity which are in

Christ. The church of the future will be the

church which has most of Christ in it; and the

priest of the future will be the man who mediates

most largely to men the brotherly sympathy and

divine pity of the God-man.



CHAPTER XIX.

A MINISTERIAI. WRECK.

A bundle of letters, which I occasionally untie

and read—letters which are redolent with the

spirit of Christian consecration—recall the face

and form of Hector Scott. He was a handsome

fellow, and well deserved the name Apollo,

which was given to him by his college friends.

As captain of the foot ball team he was im-

mensely popular. Altho a giant in physical

strength he was so well proportioned that at first

look no one would have taken him for the Hercu-

les that he was. In his veins there was a drop of

gypsy blood which he derived from his father, a

coarse, brutal, blasphemous man who followed

the occupation of tavern keeper. From his

mother, a woman of refinement, he inherited es-

thetic and artistic tastes. In his face his double

inheritance was revealed, the lower half being in

confli(ft with the upper. The full, sensuous lips,

the roimded chin, and heavyjaw were in striking

contrast with a finely cut aquiline nose, a pair of

191
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clear blue eyes, and a broad and ample forehead

which spoke of lofty thoughts and high ideals.

For a time there was grave doubt as to which

half of his face was gaining the ascendency. A
dual character was manifested, a character com-

posed in about equal measure of sensualist

and saint. A plunge into wild excesses was

followed by noble aspirations and efforts ; the

mind that gives birth to a Bacchanalian song

would produce a hymn of adoration to the

Creator. His chara<fter was a bundle of con-

tradidlions. At this critical time there came

into his life an influence which began to re-

duce the discordant elements in his chara(5ter

to unity. During a revival of religion he became

converted. The change WTought upon him was

striking. He mounted to the highest round of

the ladder at a single bound. He laid the

flattering undlion to his soul that his animal pro-

pensities were under complete subjedlion to his

higher nature. The conflidl w^as over, and his

soul was at peace. He joined the church and

began to study for the ministry.

An inevitable readlion set in. Old roots of

evil which were thought to be destroyed sprang
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Up and troubled him ; old habits from which he

thought he had been delivered began again to

entangle him. He found it specially hard to curb

his violent temper. Some one has said that the

grace that would make John a saint would hard-

ly keep Peter from knocking a man down. The

grace which this young theologue needed to keep

him fairly decent would have been sufficient for

several of his companions of cooler blood and

slower pulse. An incident which occurred about

the close of his college days illustrates at once his

tempestuous nature and his innate goodness of

heart. He had been convinced that a fellow stu-

dent whom he admired was being imjustly treat-

ed by a certain Professor. To test the matter he

took an essay which this student had written in a

contest for a prize and stuck the leaves together

with very fine points of mucilage. The prize was

given to one of the Professor's favorites, and the

essay of his friend was returned unopened. His

soul flared up with indignation. Putting the doc-

ument in his pocket he went out and purchased a

stout cane, and with a determined look upon his

face, set out for the Professor's room. His friend

ran after him, and overtook him just as he was
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crossing the college campus. "Where are j-ou

going ? " "I am going to administer a sound

thrashing to Professor . " It was with the

greatest difficulty that he could be turned aside

from his purpose.

His fall as a minister was the result of a sud-

den outburst of passion. He had been settled for

some time over a church which, like one of the

pocket borroughs of England, was under the con-

trol of one man—the wealthy mill-owner of the

place—when as the result of a patient study of

the industrial problem before him he began to

express his sympathy with the workingmen in

the hard conditions of their life. He saw that

the struggle of labor against capital was an un-

equal one ; he saw that while the wealth of the

patron saint of his little Kbenezer was rolling up,

his work people were gradually sinking into

deeper and still deeper depths of poverty. In the

presence of glaring injustice it was impossible for

him to be silent. No golden padlock could

close his lips. Nor could any threat deter him

from speaking the truth. Intimations were

given that he had better stick to the simple gos-

pel, and leave labor questions alone—as if there
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is any part of man's complex life with which the

gospel has nothing to do. A crisis came. The

chains of industrial slavery were tightened. The

thumb-screw of commercial necessity received an

additional turn. An unwarrantable cut in wages

was announced. The bitterness of the men was

intense. A strike was imminent. The young

minister went to his rich deacon to plead the

cause of the oppressed. The deacon, a small,

waspish man, if he could not defend his position,

knew how to sting. For a time the young min-

ister held himself well in hand ; he felt that in

defending the rights of the poor, he was speaking

for the Master. But all his reasoning and plead-

ing were in vain. " If the people are not satis-

fied with the wages I offer, let them go where they

can better themselves. " " Where can they go ?
"

asked the minister.
'

' And how can they go any-

where when they have been living on starvation

wages, and have nothing to go with ? And why

should they have to go elsewhere when they have

given to you their lives, and j^our gold has been

coined out of their heart's blood." The deacon

rose up, blazing with wrath, and taking the min-

ister by the arm pointed him to the door, telling
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him to go and mind his own business. This was

a drop too much ; the embankment of self-re-

straint gave w^ay, and before he knew w^hat he

w^as doing, he lifted his hand and w^ith one blow

felled his deacon to the floor. Shame and re-

morse instantly filled his heart ; and he was

about to fall upon his knees and offer humble

apology w^hen looking at the prostrate form before

him, he uttered a cry of alarm. The face was

white, the teeth were set, the eyes were closed

as in death, and not a movement of life was vis-

ible. The family and servants rushed into the

room when they heard the minister's piercing

cry. Petrified w4th horror he could answer not

a word to all their inquiries. T^-^ -^ijured man

was taken to his room, a doctor was summoned,

who dressed the w^ound from which the blood

was flowing, and gave his patient some restora-

tive. In a short time he opened his e3^es. His

wife asked him what had happened. He replied

*

' I must have become sick and have fallen

upon a piece of furniture." Seeing the )'Oung

minister sitting by himself in a corner of the

room, he asked the members of the family to

withdraw for a moment ; then calling him to his
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bedside he said, " This must be allowed to stand

between us as I have put it to my wife, but you

must go away ; and may we never meet again !

"

The mill owner soon recovered from his accident;

there was no cut in the wages of the mill-hands
;

and it was noticed that he afterwards became

more considerate of his work-people's rights and

interests.

But what of the j^oung minister ? On the fol-

lowing Sunday the people were surprised to find

a stranger in the pulpit. Their much loved pas-

tor had folded his tent as the Arabs and as

silently fled av/ay. But where ? No one could

tell. He had disappeared as suddenly and com-

pletely as if the earth had swallowed him up.

He himself felt that he had gone out with the

mark of Cain upon him. After various abortive

attempts to retrieve the past, and begin life anew,

he began to lose heart and hope. Every door

seemed to be closed upon him, and he became

a wanderer in the earth. There was a gradual

oozing out of manhood and self-respedl, a gra-

dual letting down of principle. He began to

drown his misery in drink. The drink habit

grew upon him; the reins were thrown upon the
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wild beast of his appetite and he galloped to de-

struc5lion. His wife left him, and returned to the

home of her parents. He now became a miserable

tramp. Rumors of him were occasionally heard,

but when his friends searched for him he could

not be found. So low down did he get that he

sang in saloons for a glass of beer, or painted por-

traits to get money for drink. Of course he had

spasmodic fits of repentance and reform. He

would stay in a town for several weeks painting

picflures or sign boards, honestly intending to

make a new start in life, but his old enemy would

suddenly overcome him, and his accumulated

savings would be spent in a prolonged debauch.

There was one redeeming feature in his case,

he never sank into that most hopeless of all de-

generates, a pious fraud. The subjecfl of religion

he alwa^^s avoided, and any of his boon compan-

ions who tried to draw him out on the subjedl of

his past life, never made the experiment twice.

The few times that he came into contacfl with

Christian people who sought to compass his re-

formation, he entrenched himself behind a bul-

wark of scepticism, from which it was impossible

to dislodge him. In self-defence he did what
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wrong-doers generally do, lie tried to silence the

accusing voice of conscience by boldly denying to

its face the things in which he dared no longer

believe.

After the lapse of years he drifted back to the

village where he was once an honored minister of

the gospel. He wanted to pass it by, but some

strange fascination drew him to it. He entered

it under the cover of darkness, and sought a place

of retreat in one of the lowest saloons. But he

soon found that his efforts at concealment were

unnecessary. In the ragged, unkempt, blear-

eyed, stoop-shouldered tramp no one could by

any possibility recognize the refined, manly,

bright-eyed, handsome young preacher of other

days. When the bell for mid-week prayer-meet-

ing rang, he crept out of his hiding place, and

stealthily made his way to a spot around which

gathered many sacred memories. But he did not

go in; that blessed fellowship was for him no

more. He had sold his birthright. When the

people were assembled he ventured near one of

the windows and listened. The hymn sung

touched a responsive cord in his soul. It was the

well-known hymn, "There's a wideness in God's
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mercy like tlie wideness of the sea." When
they come to the lines,

** There's no place where earth's sorrows are more felt

than up in heaven,

There's no place where earth's failings have such kind-

ly judgment given,"

he pressed his face against the window pane,

and uttered a great sob. The attention of the

worshippers was arrested; some of the sisters

when they saw the pale face of the outcast, with

its wild, hungry eyes, almost fainted with fear.

An old deacon who was the apostle John of that

little church hastened out; the stranger had re-

covered himself and was about to flee into the

darkness, w^hen a kind hand was laid upon him,

and the deacon's well known voice said, " My
brother, come with us, and we will do thee good.

"

The poor outcast had lost all resisting power, and

allowed himself to be led into the place of prayer.

Hasty glances were turned to him, some of curi-

osity, some of S3anpathy, and the meeting went

on. No one had recognized him. As the meet-

ing was about to close he rose up and asked per-

mission to say a word. The voice betrayed him

at once to the older people, and tears came to their
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eyes. ** I see," he said " that some of you re-

member me. I did not intend to darken this

place with the shadow of my presence, but some

power which I could not resist drew me. I have

no inclination to presume upon the past. I do not

wish to be thought of as one w^ho was once 3-our

pastor. I have forfeited every claim to your re-

gard. I stand before you a wreck of humanity.

I cannot disbelieve in hell, for I have been there

;

I am there. I confess the sin of my past life with

great bitterness. This evening a desire has been

awakened within me to return from my exile. I

am hungry of heart. Oh, friends, pray for me
that the Father may take me in, and that the

remnant of my days may be spent in His house. '

*

Prayers were offered for the heart-broken wan-

derer who had come home. Hands of sympath}^

w^ere outstretched towards him. The house of

the senior deacon was opened to shelter him. The

joy of the brethren over his recovery was chast-

ened with sorrow for the past and with fear for

the future. But nobly did they stand by him in

his struggles to rise. His artistic gift, which was

considerable, secured for him an income. In a

short time the transformation wrought upon his
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appearance was marvelous. Something of the old

light came back into his e3^e, but he felt that he

could never be what he had once been ; something

had gone out of life which could never return
;

halt and maimed he must enter into the kingdom.

After a time his wife came back to him, and for a

few years they lived together a quiet, shaded life,

full of the purest joy. At the time of his return he

was sent for by the old mill-owner, who was on his

deathbed. What happened at the interview was

never told, but the memory of it filled his eyes

with grateful tears. The old master's will was a

surprise. It provided for a free library and read-

ing room, for a public park, and for the introduc-

tion of a system of pensions for the operatives

who had been a certain time in the service of the

firm.

The seeds of disease which a life of dissipation

and hardship had sown began to develop. The

battle was fought with great fortitude. Patience

was shown in suffering, and the painful discipline

through which he passed was trustfully accepted

as a necessary condition to moral meetness for the

inheritance of the saints in light. There was

nothing specflacular in his religion. In the deep-
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est humility lie lived before the world a clean and

reputable life. His sympathy with the tempted

and fallen was particularly tender, and from his

lips many a despairing soul heard the gospel of

divine help and hope. Without any special

testimony save the testimony of his changed life

he passed away. After he was laid to rest in the

village church-yard his friends placed over his

grave a simple headstone, on which was inscribed

his name, the dates of his birth and death, and

underneath the text, "Thou knowest." The

mystery of this darkened life these simple people

wisely left for solution with God.



CHAPTER XX.

A MINISTERIAL MYSTERY.

Into my quiet life there came quite unexpect-

edly a bit of tragedy. The stage which runs

daily between our village and a distant railway sta-

tion, dropped one July day a handsomely dressed

young man, and a couple of trunks. As we

were beginning to get stray boarders from the

neighboring cit}^ the advent of this stranger did

not excite unusual surprise. He inquired where

the best rooms in the village could be obtained,

and in a short time was comfortably domiciled

under the roof-tree of my leading deacon. When
I called upon him the next day, the young man

introduced himself to me as a theological student

from London, England, and said that he be-

longed to the same denomination as that with

which I have the honor to be connedled. Being

on my guard against ministerial adventurers I

asked him if he had any papers or letters of in-

troducftion with him, to certify who he was. He
204
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at once opened a trunk and produced three docu-

ments, which he put into my hands. Two of

these were printed forms properly filled out.

They were found to consist of a certificate of

standing from a ministerial association in West

London ; a church letter issued in regular form
;

and a personal letter from the pastor under

whose ministry the young man had been brought

up, giving a sketch of his religious life, and com-

mending him, in the warmest terms, to the confi-

dence and sympathy of any ministerial brother

into whose hands the letter might fall. If there

had been the slightest shadow of suspicion that

things were not right, the documentary evidence

presented to the contrary was sufficient to dispel

it completely.

I soon discovered that my new parishioner was

no common youth. He had very engaging w^ays

with him. There w^as about him that indefinable

grace of manner that belongs to good blood and

breeding. He was highly educated, had read

widely, and travelled extensively. His personal

history as he gave ic to me in fragments was in

substance this : His father had been a wealthy

London merchant; his mother, a beautiful French
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woman, with whom his father had fallen in love

while travelling in Europe. The marriage, for some

cause unexplained, was not a happy one, and the

mother lived a large portion of her time alone in

Paris. Family troubles in the end unbalanced

her mind, and she had to be taken to an insane

asylum, where she died. Young Barteau now

lived permanently with his father ; his only sister,

who was a year older than himself, taking care

of the household. He was sent to the university

of London, and while there w^as led to seek the

consolations of religion. After his graduation he

devoted himself to the study of theology in order

to fit himself for the work of the Gospel ministry.

He had just completed his seminary course when

his father was killed by an accident when climb-

ing the Alps in Switzerland ; and his sister, to

whom he was devotedly attached— after a short

and painful illness, during which he nursed her

w^ith the tenderest care— died, leaving him alone

in the world. So, hastily settling up his father's

affairs, and storing the family pictures and relics

in a fire-proof vault, he fled to this country to re-

cuperate his shattered health.

I noticed that he carried in his bosom a morocco
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case which, as I afterward found, contained the

picture of an exceedingly beautiful woman. Only

once did he allow me to look at it. The face was

one which once seen could never be forgotten
;

and the portrait, which was painted on mother of

pearl, was evidently the work of a gifted artist.

When wTiting or reading, the portrait lay on the

desk or table before him, but if any one happened

to come unexpectedly into the room, he would

either cover it up or put it into his inside vest

pocket. All that he would say about it was that

it was the portrait of his sister.

A few weeks after he came to us Barteau asked

me if I would give him lessons in Hebrew. I

consented, but wondered not a little that one who

was a seminary graduate should be ignorant of

that language. He quieted my misgivings by

telling me that Hebrew was an ele(5live in the

institution in which he studied.

In various ways I found him useful in church

work. He assisted me in prayer-meeting, and in

pastoral visitations, and upon several occasions

he occupied my pulpit with great acceptability.

His sermons were unconventional, and while

they displayed great ability as literary produc-
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tions, they did not reveal the slightest familiarit}'-

with theological phraseology. On each occasion

he took for a subjecft a charadler from George

Eliot's novels, which he treated as a representa-

tive type of religious life. Dinah Morris, the Meth-

odist, Daniel Deronda, the Jew, and Savanarola,

the Florentine monk, were in turn analj^zed and

compared in a masterly way as selecfled types

of the Protestant, Jewish, and Roman Catholic

faiths.

I soon began to be haunted with the convidlion

that Barteau was not what he appeared to be, and

that in assuming to belong to "the cloth," he

was adling a part. There was gathering around

him an ever thickening haze of mystery. When

any question was put to him regarding his past

life he appeared to be utterly frank in his answers,

but if inquiries were pushed beyond a certain

point, he squirted ink after the manner of cuttle-

fish, and retreated under the cover of the cloud

which he had created. He had been with us

about a year when the post-master assured me

that during that time no letter had reached him

from abroad. His visits to the neighboring city

were frequent, and he had always unlimited
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money at his disposal, which he spent freely, but

not ostentatiously.

To my surprise he told me one da}^ that he had

received a call to a small, struggling church in

an adjoining State, and that he had decided to ac-

cept it. He had not given the remotest hint that

he wanted a field of labor, and the purpose for

w^hich he had borrowed my church Year Book,

some time before, was now apparent. This adt

of concealment helped to increase the feeling of

mistrust which had already been aw'akened.

He lost no time in getting to his parish. With

the greatest abandon he threw himself into the

work. From the first his success was remarkable.

In a short time the little town was at his feet.

His church w^as crowded. His eloquent and un-

conventional style of preaching, drew around him

the best elements in the community. His social

charms added to his influence. It was not long

before his fame spread to the regions beyond.

He was invited to ledlure in several large towns;

and was appointed examiner of one of our best

colleges. Honors were rained upon him. By his

own people he was idolized. Salary was no ob-

jecl to him—and that was a convenient thing for
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the struggling church. All that he received in the

way of compensation for his services was given

away in charit3^ Afterwards, when I had occa-

sion to examine his papers, I came across a receipt

for a hundred dollars which he had sent to one of

the missionary societies.

During this time he kept writing to me for

counsel, addressing me as his " beloved bishop,"

and deferring to my judgment. He also came

frequently to see me. When the people of his

charge inquired about his antecedents, he showed

them the credentials he had presented to me; and

he always referred them to me as his particular

friend, who could furnish all the information

about him that might be desired. This, of

course, I did not know at the time.

Being, however, largely responsible for his

ministerial standing, and being in receipt of fre-

quent inquiries regarding him, I resolved to find

out all that I could touching his personal life. I

went to work in the manner of a detecflive, and

in spite of his most carefully studied efforts at

concealment, succeeded in discovering, what I

had more than once surmised, that he was in the

habit of using opium; and that the strange fits of
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sickness to which he was occasionally subjed

w^ere due to an over-dose of that drug. And
worse than all, I discovered evidence of a former

dissolute life, which was still bringing forth a

bitter harvest. M}- worst fears were awakened.

Once when he was seated in a room adjoining

my study, reading a book, I saw the book fall

from his hand, and a look of agony come over his

face which gave him the appearance of a lost

soul. When I spoke to him he recovered him-

self instantly, and began to talk in a jocular vein,

but in a way which was strained and unnatural.

It so happened that on that very daj^ we had ar-

ranged to go out fishing together. I felt that a

crisis had come, which ought to be fearlessly met.

So when we reached mid-lake, throwing down ni}'

fishing-rod, and looking him calmly in the eye, I

said: '' Barteau, I want to speak to you. I want

to be your friend; you need my help and I am
anxious to give it; but the time has come when
there must be an understanding between us; I

am convinced that you are not the man you have

been pretending to be; I have just found out that

there are some things in your life which are not

right, and if our old relations of friendship are to
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be retained j^ou must make a clean breast of it,

and tell me who you are. I do not want to be

burdened with your secrets, I have no desire to

a(5t as your Father Confessor, but I cannot help

3^ou unless you are honest with me." He looked

up at me in a dazed sort of wa}^ as if he had been

stunned b}^ a blow ; for a long time he sat lost in

thought, his hands twitching, and the veins on

his temples standing out like whip-cords. At

length dropping his eyes, he said in a tone of

utter despair,
'

' I cannot do it ; I cannot tell

you; Oh, I wish that I could." His rod fell

from his nerveless hand and he lay back in the

stern of the boat limp and silent. I rowed to

shore, we got into the carriage which w^as hitched

near by, and drove home without speaking a

word. He went to his room, excusing himself

from supper ; but later in the evening he gave a

dramatic entertainment for which announcements

had been issued. I never saw him in a more hilari-

ous mood. He read with wonderful power; told

his drollest stories, and kept the company in one

continual whirl of merriment. But there was a

light in his eye which I did not like. Next morn-

ing he left early without sajdng a word regarding
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the events of the previous day. Arriving at his

destination he went dire(5l from the train several

miles into the country to conduc5l a funeral. He
seemed to his friends to be in his usual spirits.

Upon his return home in the evening he retired

to his room, and went to bed. The friends with

whom he stayed heard his suppressed groans dur-

ing the night, and hastened to his side. It was

evident that he was ver}^ sick. A doctor was

sent for; but he concealed from him his real con-

dition; putting on a cheerful countenance, and

maintaining that there was nothing serious the

matter with him, and that he would soon be well.

Some of the young men of the church who came

to see him in the morning, vied with each other

in caring for him. He grew steadily worse.

When it was evident that he was dying, the peo-

ple remembered that they really knew nothing

about him; and when they asked him to whom
they were to write, and what they were to do,

he told them that I knew all about him and

his affairs, and would take complete charge of

them. So with pleasant words for those around

him, with expressions of thankfulness for all their

kindness, and with an air of relief that the battle
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was over, he closed his eyes in the sleep that

knows no awakening. Only one request he

made, and that was that the pic5lure which lay in

his bosom be buried with him—a request w^hich

was sacredly complied with, much to our regret

afterwards, as thereby an important aid to identi-

fication was lost.

After he was buried the manner of his death

began to awaken suspicion. The suggestion of

the do(5lors that his symptoms were those of poison-

ing was indignantly resented by the people of the

church. The attention of the state's attorney

was called to the case; an autops}^ was demanded,

and upon examination it was found that his

stomach contained arsenic and black antimony.

A druggist clerk then remembered that he had

sold him a packet of '

' Rough on Rats,
'

' on the

very day on Vv^hich he was taken ill.

I could not be present at the funeral, but was

sent for to preach a memorial sermon, and to

throw light upon the mysterj^ of his life. A more

dijSicult and delicate position I never occupied.

The whole town was seething with excitement.

With regard to what I really knew my lips were

sealed; for it would have been cruel to have un-
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deceived those who had been helped by his minis-

try, some of whom declared that they could

never again believe in any man if their confidence

in their beloved pastor should be shaken. Re-

garding his antecedents I knew nothing more

than they knew themselves. I had therefore to

steer between the breakers, speaking of the mys-

tery of life in general, and uttering common-

places that gave extreme disappointment and dis-

satisfadlion.

A gentleman who watched beside the young

minister's bed-side the last night he was on earth,

told me that over and over again in his delerium

he adled a scene something like this; he appar-

antly got into a skiff, rowed with all his might,

came out vidlorious in the race, jumped into a

carriage in which was a young lady and a young

man named Jack, of whom he said, ''Jack is a

bad one," the carriage was driven rapidly away,

and after a time there was an awful tragedy which

made him shiver with horror. At this point he

awoke, but the moment he dropped asleep again

the scene was repeated. He had told me some of

the incidents of this race upon the Thames, and I

am now convinced that there was something con-
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nected with, it which he never told, which held

the secret of a blasted life.

The certificates and church letter were sent to

lyOndon to see if anything could be discovered re-

garding Barteau. What was our surprise to find

that they had all been forged. There was no such

association as the one named, no such pastor as

the one whose tender epistle I had read, the col-

lege and seminary authorities had never heard of

a young man by the name of Barteau, nor could

they identify him by his portrait or by any de-

scription we could furnish. Behind his sojourn

in my parish there was nothing. Not a letter,

nor a scrap of writing of any kind. Every thing

by which he could be identified had been care-

fully destroyed. None of his business had been

transadled through local banks, and as he had

lived among us under an assumed name his rela-

tions with the city banks could not be traced up.

So after his body had been re-interred, his watch

and books were sold and a tasteful monument

placed over his grave.

Years have passed since Barteau' s death, and

he is still an unsolved mystery. My own con-

vi(5lion is that he came to this country to escape
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from a guilty past, that he heroically endeavored

to live a new life and that he chose the ministerial

profession hoping that it might stiffen him in his

moral purpose. But the Nemesis of evil was at

his heels, the past was irreparable ; and when he

saw that the masquerade which he had been

playing had come to an end he yielded to despair

and gave up the struggle. I cannot help think-

ing that somewhere in Old England, in a home

of rank and wealth, there is a sorrowing house-

hold who mourn the absence of a long lost son

and brother, whose body quietly rests in the un-

known grave where tender hands have laid it. In

the bustling western town where his battle for a

better life was fought, and where his angel-tended

dust reposes in
'

' God's acre
'

' until the day when

all secret things shall be made known, his name

has already become a faint and fading memory.

But God remembers!
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